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1974 - WHAT W 

This time the arrival o f  the new year brings 
more than the traditional good chser o f  the 
yuletide season. A pall o f  recession hang over 
the nation with ever increasing certainty. Reports 
o f  raw matsrial shortages have been with us for 
over a year and relief is not yet i n  sight. Add to  
this the more widsly publicized energy shortage, 
inflation, and a genera! lack o f  faith in  the 
economy and prospects for the coming year must 
be considered glum at best. The state o f  the 
nation is foreboding without doubt but before 
burying our heads in  the sand let's take a realistic 
look at  events as they stand now and t r y  t o  
appraise the situation. 

Foremost in  the minds o f  ail printers i: the 
paper shortage. A labor problem in  the Canadian 
mills plus an attempt by the Japanese to trans- 
p l a n t  American fore* werseas in  rising 
quantities has caused a major shortage of cheap 
paper and cardboard, or chipboard as it is 
commonly referred t o  in the trade, which has 
existed for over a year. The result has been 
spiraling costs and the imposing o f  quota systems 
by paper supptiers. This, in  turn, has increased 
the price of printing across the board and 
threatens t o  put more than one small printer out 
o f  business. Avalon Hill, being a major paper 
user, has been caught in  the crunch like everyone 
else. Fortunately however, the sffece will not 
weigh so heavily on us as on others. Quality 
paper can still be had in  sufficient quantity for a 
price. Avalon Hill has never been a major user o f  
cheap paper. Howevar, we do use tremendous 
amounts of chipboard which is needed for boxes, 
boards, and counters The very fact that we are a 
major user hotds us in good stead. The paper 
suppliers tend to  take care o f  their bigger 
customers first so Avalon Hill's position as the 
ranking manufacturer o f  adult boardgames insuras 
that we wil l  continue t o  receive an adequate 
allotment, albeit at a cost doubb and tripla what 
we've paid in  the past. 

Paper is not the only raw material in  short 
supply. Plastim, a by-product o f  petroleum, have 
become harder and harder to obtain. And with 
gasoline rationing in  the offing, plastics may'  
become even more unobtainable than paper. As a 
result we've been forced to  cancel plans for 
prducing a compartmental styrofoam tray t o  
solve the problem of  unit counter storage. 

A more serious problem is the gas shortage 
itself. Truckws have already organized nationwide 
strikes against soaring diesel fuel prices. The 
government's mandatory speed limits for trucks 
isn't helping matters. Making trucks run under 
their cruising spaed forces inefficient use o f  
available s u p p l i ~  resulting in  longer delivery 
times and cbmands for even more fuel. The result 
is tremendous price increaes in  the trucking 
industry which affects us coming and going. We 

pay higher rates not only to get the raw materials 
t o  the factory but also t o  send finished games to 
our wholesalers. .I 

But how will all of this affect Avalon Hill and 

Add t o  all of this a prediction for nationwide - 

wargaming in  general? Of a certainty something 
must be done t o  meet the spacter of rising costs. 
The usual antidote is to  pass on rising costs to 
the consumer. If you don't believe it check what 
you're paying for gas next time you fill up. 
However, where people may not balk at gaying 
60$ a gallon for gasoline which they view as a 
neoessity, many wil l  refuse to buy a $12 or $15 
game. Therefore, we've taken an alternate route 
to  maintain our prices at  the current level. We'll 
be cutting the cost of  manufacture by doing 
away with surplus and unnecessary nicetias such 
as the plastic trays and outer box sleeves. While 
making little difference to  the prne player these 
CUE- will enable us t o  hold the prices steady in 
the face of inflation for at least another year. 

recession and the picture takes on frightening 
overtones. The Hobby and Toy Industries 
reported a w r y  'slow' Christmas season, due 
mostly t o  the public's concern over the economy. 
Fortunately, a recession does not necessarily 
mean disaster for a game company. As money 
tightens, people tend t o  hold their entertainment 
dollar a b i t  tighter. Games are excellent entertain- 
ment values in that they can IM utilized over and 
over for countless hours of enjoyment. The 
prospect o f  gas rationing keeping people home . 

also is a decided edge for the game and hobby ' 
industry. The future is not totally black. 

Thm changes wil l  go in  effect with our spring 
release. Eventually, all o f  the bookcase games will 
be stripped o f  their outer sleeve and given the 
new packaging treatment. So if you want the 
'deluxe' sets it might be wise t o  fill your 
bookcase collection now while they are still 
available in their prwent form. 

-: 

What other changes wil l  there be? None of any 
real consequence to you. We've already cut back 
on our advertising outlay t o  avoid selling more 
games than we can produce. But, we shall 
continue to  publish new games as usual; in fact 
we may wen pick up the pace a bit. As such, we 
forsse l i t t le difficulty in  matching 1973's sales - 
an alltime high for Avalon Hill. The spring release 
will b previewed in  the next issue and we 
guarantee you'll f ind this land battle game t o  
your liking. - especially the Campaign Game, 
which will have more than a few o f  y w  up all 
night and into the morning. We will continue to' 
upgrade the GENERAL and hopefully wil l  see an 
increase in  pages t o  34 sometime in  the year. 
Now that's not w bad for a year o f  disaster is it? 
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ANPO - WAS THIS TRTP NECESSARY? 

That war a familiar question during gsmline 
rationing in World War U - trying to prevent 
wasting precious resources for no good p m .  
This, in my opjnion, fairly sums up not only the 
Anzio invasion, but the entire Italian Campaign. F 
call it a blunder by tfie Allies, a waste of lives I overcoming non-es~enw geographical barriers 
reminiscent of World War I, not only in the 
heroism of the men who died, but also in the 
obfuscation of the generals who sent them to 
their deaths. 

Most students of World War I1 know the 
sequence of events which Icd the Allies to invade 
Italy. It began with the German pressure on 
Russia, still nearIy ovmwhelming in 1942, and the 
inability of Russia's &es to distract that 
pressure. Moroccm seemed the only point where 
m e t h i n g  could be done. The North African 
mpaign completed, the Allies evidently could 
think of nothing better than to  follow their 
noses: proceeding to the next adjacent Ax& 
occupied land mass, regardkm of whether gome 
other plan might Rave made more strategic sense. 
Douglas.Orgil1, on page 10 of his interesting book 
The Gothic Line, quotes Montgomery's worry 
over the lack of strategic thinking behind the 
Italian campaign: "But he had been told o f  no 
plan, and therefore there was none. Montgomery 
had, in fact, already seen the flaw in Allied 
thinking which. . . cost the me8 thousands of 
h w  in exchange for a few muddy miles of the 
Appenine mountains." 

So began a series of errors and wasted oppor- 
tunities which may have prolonged the war for 

I month 

A. The Imasion of Sicily 

: General Patton, with his characteristic bold- 
nm, wanted the Americans t o  Made in the 
northwest near Palerrno, placing the Carmans and 
their i n c r e a d y  warcweary Italian allies between 
the tongs of a pincer, with the British Ian- in 
the southeast. Boldness was not to  be the theme 
of this part of the war, however, gave a few 

1 exceptions such as the imaginative seizure of 
- Taranto. Patton's plan was vetoed in favor of an 

invasion in the southeast corner, which allowed 
the Germans to withdraw in good order along a 
narrowing front. But for Patton's typical 
unauthorized probing to the northwest, and his 
later risky amphibious assaults on the coast west 

; s f  M d a ,  th Germans might have deiayad the 
, AUim another month in Sicily. Sir B a d  Liddell 

b t ,  on page 440 of his indispensable History of 
the Second World War. has this to say: If Patton 
had landed near Palenno on the north-west cos t ,  
he would have been well on the way to tb 
Straits of M&. . . all the enemy forces in 
Sicily could have been bappd .  In the event, the 
esmpe of the German divisions had far-reaching 
in effect on the Allies further mom." 

tmw m k r  such m the fiwr 1 pictured atrovemrs B ru& h k  to Allind renkemsvan t k *  in ohw*wwlv. 

B. The failme to trap the Germans in Sicily w n s i d d ,  and abandoned, a number of more . -4 
Perhaps the greatest fruit of the North African 

campaign was the capture of th best part of the 
Afrika Korps. Had these seasoned veterans been 
able to withdraw, Rornmel had "guaranteed" 
Hitler to repel any Ailied invasion of southern 
Europe. Even after rejecting Patton's plm t o  dash 
for Messina, the Allies had another chance to 
repeat their Tunkim coup, and ignored it. I t  
would have been on a m&er sale, but parhaps 
with equaI, or greater consequenms 

From the German viewpoint, the Sicilian cam- 
paign was n masterful delaying action, capped by 
a skillful withdrawal despite Allied naval and air 
superiority. Had fIad 60,000 German troops on 
the island been isolated there, the invasion of 
Italy could have been the dramatic sucoess the 
Allies envkiond. Try playing Artzio without the 
four German d i ~ o n s  imolved, and see what I 
mean! 

This objective could've bwn accomplished had 
the Allies invaded the ItaIian "tm", Reggio 
Calabria, white engaging the Germans in central 
Sic@. It is a moot question whether such a move 
would have succeeded, but had it, German with- 
drawal from Sicily would've been impossible. 

The "toe" is virtually an island, only 20 miles 
across at the 'Toint", with mgged, easily held 
terrain If the U e s  could've held tk& peninsula, 
not only would they have made Sicily another 
disaster for the Germans, but they would've won 
a beachhead on the mainland. Turning again to 
Liddel Hart's book, page 446, he quotes 
Kessehng as saying "a secondary attack on 
Calabria would have enabled the Sicily landing to 
be developed into an overwhelming Allied 
victory", and he goes on to  note that the 
Germans had but two divisions to cwer all of 
southern Italy! 

daring plans involving airdrops on Rome, or 
north of Naplees, perhaps together with m 
amphibious assault just north of Naples. Salerno 
didn't work out as planned, because the Gerrnans 
read their intentions, and had forces in the 
vicinity which turned the Ianding into a very near 
thing. Had it not been for other units menacing 
the German rear from Taranto and Calabria, the 
invasion rmght well have been repdad. 
Why was Memo obvious? Because it was the 

nearest suitable point to the great port of Naples 
which enjoyed air cover from Sicily. 

A better course would have been to capture 
Sardinia and Corsia next. Neither island was 
heavily defended. Although no airbases com- 
parable to Foggia were ayailabb, they could've 
been built. From islands not only could a much 
greater part of the Italian coast be threatened, 
but the south of France as well. In the game of 
Amio one of the great problems of the German 
player is protecting the long seaward flanks. The 
same is true in D-Day. The Allies dominated the 
sea and much of the air, and could strike at too 
many places for the G m n s  to properly protect 
them all. I contend that the threat posed by 
AUied control of alI three of these idands 
would've tied down quite a few German divisions 
at minimal cost to the Allies. Then, an invasion 
with air cover could have been attempted by the 
Allies, if desirable, at a far greater range of points 
along the coast 

Winston ChurchiIl, in one of his b o k s  on 
Wmld War 11, Closlng the Ring (page 154), takes 
a rather different view: "Sardinia, so long thrust 
forward in  Staff argument as the alternative to 
the aasauIt on Italy, fell into our hands for 
nothing, as a mere bonuq on September 19, and 
Corsica was taken by French troops a fortnight 
later. The Italian enterprise, to launch which we 
had struggled sa hard, had been vindicated beyond 

C. What next after Sicily? the hopes of its most ardent and persistent 
advocates." Of course, foremost among them 

When the Allies invaded in Salerno, they did so advocates was Churchill himself! I think that one 
in the expectation that it was a conservative could turn his argument around: perhaps if 
approach, certain to win a beachhead- They Sardinia and Corsim had been taken fd, which 
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should not have been hard, the Italian peninsula 
would have been the bonus. Even Hitler was 
dubious that the peninsula could be held. If the 
Germans had had to worry about an air- 
supported invasion all along the French and 
Italian Riviera, or the coast north of Rome, 
Kesselring's near-miraculous defense of the 
peninsula might never have taken place. 

D. The choice of Salemo 

Leaving aside the alternate strategy suggested 
above, in my opinion Salerno was not the ideal 
choice. Strategy is the continual calculation of 

the best ratio between risk and reward. Of course, 
it seemed riskier to invade further north, where 
the relatively small G e m n  air force in Italy 
would be unchallenged. The Germans learned to 
fght pretty well without air support, however! 
Such an invasion might have been repulsed, a 
meat victory and morale booder for the Axis. I t  
can't be proven either way, but what did the 
Germans think about if? Kesselring's Chief of 
Staff, General Westphal: "If the forces employed 
at Salerno had been used instead. . . north of 
Rome the results would have been much more 
decisive. . . there were only two German divisions 

in Rome . . . no others could have been brought 
up quicMy enough to defend it. In conjunction 
with the five Italian divisions stationed at Rome, 
a combined sea and air landing would have taken 
the Italian capital inside 72 hours. Quite apart 
fmm the political repercussions . . . this would 
have resulted in cutting off at one blow the 
supplies of the five German divisions retreating 
from Ohbr ia . .  . would have brought all Italy 
south of the line Rome-Pescara into Allied 
hands.", as quoted by Liddell Hart on page 364 
of The Other Side of the Htll. This i s  an 
interesting book, long out of print, published not 
long aftur the war on the basis of interviews with 
the defeated soldiers themselves. 

It seems to me that this is accurately reflected 
in the game as well. An invasion in the south 
probably gets you on the board, but then you 
have the tortuous slog up the peninsula, crossing 
river after river, ridge after ridge, as the casualties 
mount, often leaving the Allies so spent they just 
can not attack, as game repeats history. On the 
other hand, a skillful and lucky hvasion in the 
Rome area is about the only chance the Allies 
have to capture most of the peninsula early in 
the game. Thjs is VICTORY, not a bloody 
stalemate! Another bold stroke that never came 
to pass. 

E. Anzio, the open road to Rome 

Col. Trevor Dupuy, on pages 76-77 of the 3rd' 
volume of his The Militmy History of World War 
IL sums up the initial phase of the Anzio landing 
th is  way: "The Brit ish and  American 
troops. . . found little resistance in their excel- 
lently cpnducted landing, and were able to push 
inland quickly. General Lucas now had to make a 
difficult decision. One possibility was to seize 
Rome itself. In that case, his three divisions, even 
if quickly reinforced, would be in danger of being 
mashed if KarseIring acted with his usual skill 
and vigor. The other choice was to advance 
slowly, making sure that the beachead area was 
secure, and that the units kept together so as to 
be able to support each other against the 
expected German counter-attack. Lucas chose 
the latter course of action." 

, -  s . ' L:, 
Churchill put the situation more vividly when 

he heatedly remarked that he had thought the 
Allies were f l i ~ n g  a tiger ashore at Anzio, but it 
'turned out to be a beached whale! 

It can not-& provm whether such a dramatic 
Allied move would have been another disaster, 
like Amhem, or a stunning coup, like the German 
airdrop on the fortress of Liege. It seems to me 
that the Germans so desperately engaged at 
Cassino, a mere fifty miles south, might have 
panicked with the Allies astride their commu- 
nications northward, permitting the Allies to 
burst forward like a flocd into the Liri Valley 
separating the two forces. 

Instead, the beachhead was turned into "the 
largest prison camp in Europe," to quote Hitler. 
The irony of the Italian campaign is that  despite 
Allied caution, the odds turned out to be as close 
as if they had really gambled. 

There is another aspect of the Amio landing 
which I find interesting. This campaign is always 
defended because it tied up German troops. The' 
American commander in Italy, General Mark 
Clark, stresses this point in his memoirs, 
Calculated Rkk. I think that it shows how easily 
the Allies lost sight of even this dubious strategy 
when on page 286, discusing Anzio, he says "We 
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were fulIy &at German divisions outside of 
Italy might be dragged into our battle, but we 
hoped they would not be." Then what was it all 
about? Marching on Vienna? Not hardly! 

Mortars mrers nffsctlvely brnnr~cu 1 4 1  ule mountalns of Ifilly where 
hioher c a l ~ k r  guns muldn't be mted. Here Gnrman t r w s  m n  e 
heay trench mortar of pm-wr u i n t w .  

I Although I am convinced that Anzio was 
mistaken both in conception and execution, I 

advancing more than a few miles 
Id be impossible to dismiss, were 
of warfare replete with examples 
obstacles successfulIy ignored. I 
British at Dunkirk should've just 

h t h ~  war draw on, the Germans, utilized flak gun5 mow and 
, morn for ground dafenso. Here a 3.7cm flek w n  is k i n g  out in 01- 

todeal with sn exomed AmeriFan attack. 

I have not seen mentioned a third course of 
action which the Allies could have followed in 
order to exploit their surprise landing. During the 
Anzio operation, the Fifth Army to the south 
was exerting itself to the utmost to breach the 
German Winter Line. True, the Pontine Marshes 
lay to the south of Anzio, but they were 
penetrated by Route Seven. Just fifty miles 
separated the two Allied armies. What might a 
daring Allied move southward towards Terracina 
have accomplished? Surely it could not end in 
a greater disaster than the virtual annihilation 
which befell the Rangers who tried to take 
Cisterna after Lucas had "consolidated". 

F. The Bame results at far less cost 

One can quarrel with any of the contentions 
above, but it seems to me that a broader criticism 
of the entire campaign can be made which is not 
easily refuted. 

This part of the war has been the subject of 
debate for nearly 30 years now. As the notes to 
the game of Anzio point out, those who defend 
the Allied strategy argue that invading Italy was 
the only feasible way to tie down many German 
divisions sorely needed elsewhere. A good 
example occurred not Iong after DDay when 
Hitler personally transferred an infantry division 
from Pas de Calzis to Italy. I won't join the 
argument, as it seems to  me merely to dis- 
the most important question: having invaded 
Italy, why was it necessary to try to occupy it 
complete1 y? 

It took the Allies over a year and a half to 
cover the 700 miles from Salemo to Bologna. 
The average length of the peninsula on that 
journey is only 100 miles. Not only is the front 
narrow, but the terrain is very difficult. A few 
quotations give the flavor of the struggle; 

Page 210 of Mark Clark's book: "KssseIrinp 
was a master of delaying tactics. His use of 
artillery was highly effective in the mountainous 
region through which we had to  pass. Small 
rear-guard detachments . . . dug in their machine 
guns on important hillsides while their riflemen 
on higher ground forced us to make wide, 
time-consuming envelopments almost every mile 
of the way. As we did so, the enemy artillery 
harassed our columns. Often one S8-mm. gun. . . 
could deliver fire along an entire valley floor and 
might not be knocked out for many hours. Mud 
added to our woes, and with trucks mired down, 
soldiers and pack mules had to move supplies 
over rugged hills. Blown bridges and mines were 
constant problems; each hillside became a small 
but difficult military prob@m that could be 
solved only by careful preparation and almost inev- 
itably by the spilling-of blood." 

The Canadian Army at War, official history of 
the Canadian campaign in Sicily and Italy, 1943, 
page 104: "Central and Southern Italy offer little 
opportunity for the manoeuvres of thrust and 
envelopment so profitable in modern warfare. 
Areas suitable for cross-country movement of 
tanks are few and in almost every case over- 
looked by steeply rising mountains." 

Fred Majdalany's Cu.s~ino - Portrait of a 
Battle, page 30: "Battling through these outposts 
of the winter line. . . cost the 5th Army nearly 
16,000 casualties. I t  had given an ominous fore- 
taste of how useless machines can be when 
climate and terrain conspire to make them so. I t  
consummated the pattern of fghting in Italy: the 
monotonous ,  heart-breaking, exhausting, 
seemingly pointless battle for one great obstacle 
only to be faced imti-~ediately afterwards by 
another. It had taken eight divisions six weeks to 
advance seven miles at a cost of 16,000 
casual ties. " 

The war was ending when the Allies finally 
burst into the Po Valley. The German retreat in 
Italy was the most orderly of any front; a decisive 
break-through was never achieved. 

Therefore, I argue that the same result - 
engaging the enemy - could have been achieved 
as well or better, and at far less cost, by the p l a ~  
described below. 

First, it's interesting to note that the number 
of divisions i n  Italv was not meat. Chester 
Wilmot, in Tke ~tIZi&ie for ~ u u i p c ,  gives this 
table of divisions as of November, 1943: 

206 pus ia  (German) 
50 France and the Low Countries 
30 Russia (Axis Allies) 
24 Balkans 
22 Italy 
18 Denmark and Norway 
15 reforming in Germany - 

365 
Twenty-two divisions is nothing to scoff at, 

but it was only a small fraction of total German 
strength. 

I argue that after the capture of the great port 
of Naples, and the air bases near Foggia, so 
valuable for raids on Polesti, the Allies should not 
have tried to press northward at so great a cost. 
Apart from the chimera of an advance through 
the Ljubljana Gap to Vienna, the psychologically 
important prize of Rome, and airbases nearer to 
southern Germany, Italy above Cassino was of 
little value to the Allies. Moreover, winning it 
freed the Germans from the necessity of guardmg 
the long seaward flanks, and shortened their 
supply line while lengthening that of the AUies. 
The more of Italy which Germany held, the more 
troops would be tied down containing the 
populace and the partisans. 

R i m  liner played a major role in the ltelien Campalan. The 
actlon often stalemated b h l n d  rivers fa month$ until the Allies 
palned strength for another offensive. Patrolr, w h  as tha one 
pictured aboue, vmr*an extrwrrely hazardous undertaking. 

I do not say that the Allies should've adopted 
a "sitzkreig" policy. They could've kept pressure 
on the Germans with small-scale attacks along the 
main f ron t ,  and more importantly, with 
commando raids, perhaps even secondary ' 

invasions, all aldng the mote than 1000 miles of 
Nazi-held coast from the Pyrenees to the 
Peloponnesus. On page 136 of Wilmot's book, he 
mentions Churchill's belief that no invasion of 
southern France was necessary, because "the 
German divisions in this area could be pinned 
down by the mere threat of invasion. . ."When 
one notes that Germany stationed 42 divisions in 
the Balkans and Scandinavia in late 1943, it can 
be seen that threats may tie up troops as 
effectively as trading life for life, maybe more so. 

One could argue that the Germans mlght have 
willingly shortened their flanks by withdrawing to 
the Gothic Line. Apart from the fact that Hitbr 
seldom wilIingly retreated, had this been the 
exception he originally contemplated, so much 
the better. If by this strategy the ground paid for 
in blood could have been won by making it risky 
for the Germans to hold, fine! 

In sum, I argue that those 700 bloody miles 
were not strategically important to victory in 
World War 11. If their conquest served no useful 
purpose, then truly, this trip was not necessary. 

. - ': . . .  ***** 
J -, ' . I .  ' a  
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ALLIED STRATEGY 

IN ANZIO 
ANZIO war discontinued several y e m  ago due 

to poor sales. me cries of anguish Mrn the hard 
core hme still not died down. It was, in m n y  
respects, the ultimute wnrgams but suffered from 
rules which were prmcked with ambiguities, Q super 
redistic mupbourd which Ieft doubts as to exactly 
what was in each hex, poor playing aides, and 
sub-par puchglng. The game itself, when cleaned 
up, remaim one of the ultimate experiences in 
land battle games. 

Tom Oleson stands out L ~ F  the one gamer 
whose infatuation with the title knows no 
born&. Upon hearing that the game was being 
discontinued, Tom sent tss a standing order for 
whatever ~ m e s  were left. He now provides us 
wtth the official mk interpretations for ANUO 
and is our recognized expert on the game. It is 
doubtful whether even Dave William, the gums's 
original designer, has explored the many posxibiii- 
ties of this unique gume a$ much as our present 
author. 

'One of the few unusual features of Ando 
which has become fairly common is the variable 
Order of Battle (OoB). An aspect of this which 
rernaina more developed in Anzio than almost 
any other game, however, is the extent to which 
the actions of one side (fie Allies) influence the 
strength of the other. 

But first, let's compare theu strengths. Apart 
from the dificulty of the terrain, one of the 
reasons the Allies moved so slowly in Italy, was 
that they never were greatly superior in numbers 
to the Germans, although they did eqjoy 
dominance of the sea and air. This is well reflected 
in the game. The Axis OoB included the 
equivalent of over 57 divisions, vs. the equivalent 
of lass than 40 divisions for the Allies, of which 
15 represent the Italian army as of early 
September, 1943. Of course, the German 
advantage here is illusory, not so much because 
usually not all of these 57 divisions are available, 
but because the typical Allied unit is  stronger. 

Another  comparison is more reveahg. 
Includhg d l  Italians, and replacement steps 
available at the start, 'the Axis OoB includes 224 
steps, vr 228 for the Allies, counting the Axig 
divisions with regimental counten in their 
&visional configuration. For those unfamiliar 
with the Step Reduction' Table of h i o  111, a 
"step" is the unit by which casualties are -taken, 
although units equal in steps may be unequal in 
combat factors. 

Be that as it may, the point is valid by 
whatever comparison is chosen: the Allies may 
not be able to count on much, if any, numerical 
advantage. 
The F I  key to  Allied victory in Anzio is to 

realize that you can weaken your enemy. How? 
Some examples: 
1. Presume that the Germans do get a first 
invasion reaction. At the very minimum, this 
represents an increment of 786 steplweeks. How's 
that again? Well, if you had an extra Wehrmacht 
Panzer division (5 steps) for 10 weeks, that 
would be 50 steplweeks. So 786 step/weeks k a 
lot. 
2. Chances aTe the Germans will get more; the 
maximum is 2 13 1 steplweeks. In this calculation, 
1. am not forgetting that most of these units enter 
the game later, anyway. I am only counting the 
extra weeks, basis arrival in September, 1943. 

3. But don't the Allies get "The Big Red One" Naples is of great value to  the Allies. Through 
infmtry division, among- others, to balance the 
German reaction? True, and the total is 488 
steplweeks. So if the Germans get a first invasion 
reaction, it represents 162% to 437% of the 
AUied reaction. 

Each invasion area in Anzio has a certain 
probability that there will be a German reaction, 
but more of that later. 

The first invasion reaction is not the only 
instance where the Germans can benefit by Allied 
decisions. If the Allies invade for the second 
time, the Germans also get reinforcements. A 
typical second invasion, in the spring of 1944, 
would represent over 1600 steplweeks for the 
Germans, and this time the Allies get tio 
compensations. 

The timing of the second invasion also 
influences the German 003. Depending on how 
early i t  may be before the third week of 
February, 1943, several strong divisions will delay 
their departure. Allied proximity to Rome, 
Naples, etc., also plays a role. The total effect is 
enormous, as the chart shows. 

The lower red line shows the monthly ratio of 
Allied to German strength if the Germans have 
gotten the best reaction possible, using certain 
probable asumptions as to when these will occur. 
Note that the Germans are stronger than the 
Allies throughout the entire game! 

The upper red line shows the opposite 
exweme: no rust invasion reaction, and no 
second invasion, and all other reactions 
minimized. 

Obviously, a comparison chart of a typical 
game wouId fall somewhere in between the two 
red lines. The point is clear, nonetheless: the 
Allied player can do a great deal to shift the odds 
in his favor. 

The Fwst step is deciding where to invade. This 
is an interesting question, and has sparked the 
most attention in articles about Anzio. Whether 
because the invasion force must be small, as at 
Rirnini, or the proximity of defenders, as at 
Genoa, several arean are obviously uninteresting, 
except for a second invasion. There  are several 
othms marginally worth a try, such as Livorno or 
Civitavecchia, just for the novelty, even though 
the odds are against them. Then, too, initial 
German dispositions are an important factor. 

this great port units of all nationalitia may 
arrive, thus saving the non-US/British forces the 
several turn delay they would otherwise suffer by 
disembarking at Taranto or Messina. Moreover, if 
the Germans fail to garrison Naples, or what can 
be even worse, garrison it so Iightly that an Allied 
attack may receive "bonus" movement from an 
Automatic Victory, an invasion here is attractive. 
Not the least of Naples attractions js the quick 
build-up permitted. 
When choosing among the various beaches, i t  is 

important to weigh carefully the probability of 
German reaction. For example, is Mondragone 
that much better than Salexno that it justifies a 
10W increase in the probability of a reac~on? 



Of course, avoiding a German reaction is not 
the only objective. Foremost is winning a secure 
lodgement, and it is also of great importance to 
invade far enough north to prevent the Germans 
from stalling the Allied drive, as they did 
historically. 

To me, the best bets are Rome, and the 
! Termoli/Rzscara area, always coupled, of course, 

with the South End options. 
1. Although risky, a Rome invasion is the best 

chance, short of German ineptitude, for quick 
Allied capture of the peninsula south of the h n o  
River. 

Moreover, the Allies have 113 chance that the 
Germans will not get any reaction, while they 
always get more than six extra divisions at Rome. 

r This is the very best combination of circum- 
! stances for the Allies, even better than the top 

red line on the "Balance of Forces" chart. i Presuming optional stacking is used, let's ! examine in  more detail the invasion force. Since 
i U.S. divisions count 4 points, all divisions are 

British (3 points). The total is 19 points. 

A. The Key Attack 

I believe that the Alban Bills at Frascati are 
the most important position History showed 
they dominate the beaches, and it works that 
way in the game, too. Moreover, if the Germans 
retain or recapture this position, they outflank 
Borne from the south. Therefore, attack this 
position at 3-1, using one regiment of 82nd 
Pam, the M e t e  armored division, and all three 
of the 3-4-12 infantry divisions (see map). One 
of these divisions stays put on the Appian Way 
next to German 2nd Para, as does one of the two 
just south of Fmscati. The other division 
advances if possible. 

B. The 2nd Para. Problem 

The big German division at Practica is the 
major problem for a Rome invasion. Some 
players try a 1-1 attack, and maybe that's a 
good idea, but then you can't get 3-1 on 
Frascati. The 1-2 attack I suggest gives you 113 
chance of surrounding the unit. Even if you 
retreat, it still will have a hard time breaking out. 
Take any losses from the 82nd Para. regiment 
which advances south on the Appian Way from 
Rome to join the British 5th in the attack. If 
necessary, retreat the 5th just one hex south, to 
guard the Anzio port. 

C. The Southern Flank 

Here is the greatest danger. Presuming that the 
16th Panzer is in the south, it and the strong 
Herman Goering and 15th Panzergrenadier 
divisions, and the Nebelwerfer brigade, add up to ' 20 attack factors threatening Anzio. I used to 
guard the southern approaches with commandos 
on the hill at H48 until a sharpeyed opponent 
pointed out to me that I was crossing a swamp 
hex-side advancing up the Mussolini Canal across 
the Appian Way! I suggest a daring use of the 
two available commando units (the third is part 
of 82nd Para.) to blmk the two main Nap14 
Rome roads, forcing the German units to deal 

with them first before moving on Rome. T h i s  is a 
gamble for both sides. The two valuable 
commando units probably will be lost, and this 
can hurt in a second invasion. I feel the sacrifice 
is worthwhile if they hold their ground, but if 
the Germans are lucky, they may achieve an 
AVII situation. The second Automatic Victory 
alternative awards bonus movement in certain 
circumstances, and it could be enough to carry 
them northward for a second combat south of 
Rome. Barring this, thejr situation on the Allied 
September I11 turn can be vulnerable: not only 
will their front be very wide along the Sacco 
River, but by concentrating enough of their units 
north of Gaeta to  smash the commandos, they 
must defend lightly elsewhere, perhaps creating 
Automatic Victory situations for the Allies. 

It is important to put the stronger commando 
unit nearer the coast, since it is theoretically 
possible for the Germans to get Automatic 
Victory both on the weaker commando unit and 
the brigade which is discussed below, permitting 
one of the other southern units, using Strategic 
Movement, to paas thru their suppressed zones- 
of-control all  the way to Anzio, if they can move 
up the coast road. If they have to go inland, it's 
too far. 

The last link in the southern flank defense is 
to station one brigade on the Appian Way due 
east of Anzio (G48). This serves two purposes: 
blocking a Strategic Mwement thru an Automatic 
Victory (type I) to the south, and defending 
against a second combat after an Automatic 
Victory (type 11). In the latter case, if the 
Germans get up this far they obviously are still 
strong, and can probably crush this Ione brigade, 
too. If so, they advance first into the ZOC of one 
or two infantry divisions just south of Frwat i ,  
and they should stop right there. Whatever 
happens, it surely won't be dull! 

D. The Northern Flank 

Even if the Germans get the maximum possible 
reaction, only the Panzer division stationed in 
Florence can move down the Via Cassia in time 
to  counter-attack on the first turn. Together with 
the 3rd Panzergrenadier, the total is 8 attack 
factors. One of the nice things about Anzio is 
that there is no stereotyped way to handle many 
problems, including this one. One approach is to 
stack the remaining brigade plus one regiment of 
the 82nd t o g e t h ~  with an Italian division. This 
could be just north of Rome, or in the northem- 
most Rome hex. In the latter case, presumably 
the Geman forces might lose some strength 
smashing thru the northemmost Italian unit into 
Rome. The Allies might even decide to pal1 back 
behind the Tiber River, which bisects Rome. I 
prefer, again, a bolder disposition: x n d  the 
brigade towards Civitavecchia,and also move out 
of Rome to the northeast with the one remaining 
regiment of the 82nd. I reason that the bigger the 
Allied beach-head is, the more opportunity 
available during the third week of September. 
True, the two German divisions will get a second 
and perhaps even a third combat, but one bad 
roil will stop them. If the Germans don't get a 
reaction, they will be powerless on the northern 
flank. Of course, it is vital to try to hold on to at 
least one Rome hex, to deny the Germans air 
supaiority by September 111. Here again, this is 
greatly facilitated by holding Frascati. 

E. Rome 

AIthough the Rome invasion can be made 
without a paradrop on Rome (which would 
release another commando unit to solidify the 
southern blockade), it seems to me much better 
to do so. Not only does it enable Frascati to be 
surrounded, but more important, the entire 
Italian Army defects t o  the Allies. The Germans 
can destroy most of these units on their turn, but 
doing so costs them strength, and delays their , 

rush to Rome. Moreover, it is not at all unlikely 
that one or two Italian units will mmive to 
attack the German Rome perimeter from the rear 
as the Allies try to break out. 

Again I want to stress that the Rome 
invasion is risky and demandmg, but especially if 

I 
the Germans ,fad to get a reaction, a very I 

dramatic advance is a good possibility for the 
Allies. 

2. Many German players, if they are faced by 
an experienced opponent, make a Rome invasion 
foolhardy by stationing 16th Panzer at Anzio or 
somewhere nearby. In that case, and presuming 
16th Panzer is not on the Adriatic, 1. recommend 
Termoli. In fact, all things considered, .I rate this 
invasion site No. 1, for the following reasons: 

I. Only 1 16 chance of a first invasion reaction. 
2. Rome garrison doesn't enter the game. 
3. Very wide perimeter. 
4. Hard for the Germans t o  mass for a counter- 

attack. 
5. Excellent communications on interim lines. 
6. Poor  German communications along 

secondary roads. 
7. A position well north of the Casaino Line. 

Pescara is actually north of Rome. 
8. German air superiority likely to be +orb 

lived. 9 ' 2  



9. Quick link-up with the South End Options. 
The Allies may use the same units as at Rome, 

except delete 4 regimentslbrigades and add the 
U.S. 45th Infantry Division. 

The Port 

It can be Termoli, Ortona, ox Pescara. The 
latter two have 113 greater capacity. I pmfer 
Ortona. If you choose it, try to secure the High 
Appenine hill at S43 on September 111. This h_lgh 
ground, as at Frascati, commands the port. 
Without it the port is not secure. 

Invulnerable Positions 

A weak unit in Ando can invite disaster, but 
not if it can not be hit, or only at bad odds, or i s  
backed up by a strong unit, as in the case of that 
brigade along the Appian Way east of Anzio. 
Bamng a bizarre placement of 16th Panzer, a 
good part of the Termoli perimeter can not be 
hit'on September 11. A single commando brigade 
can hold route 16 along the Adriatic, and can 
even gain a bridgehead north of the T o r h o  
River. A single commando unit can aIso take the 
key hill at S40. Unless 16th Panzer is around 
Avezzano, a single brigade can hold the ''joint" 
between the northern and southern parts of the 
beach-head (U43). If the position can be 
attacked, use a division. 

Tbe Weak Link 

If 16th Panzer is near Rome, it and possibly 
Frascati may be able to  attack a unit 'at T42. 
They will have to ~ttttack across the Pescara River, 
2-1 with air support. Use the strong commando 
unit here. This attack could sever the link with 
the northern units, but they c m  withdraw by sea. 
It should pose no threat to the port. This attack 
could weaken the Germans by 4 to 6 steps, in 
which case not only these units, but their sector, 
could be extremely vulnerable. It is possible for 
16th Panzer to touch this unit from the south, 
but it would have to soak off against U43, 
gaining nothing. 

Defending the Port 

One of the reasons I prefer Ortona, is that 
both the 15th Panzergrenadier and Herman 
Goering can attack the hill just west of Vasto: 13 
attack factors. With air, it would be 2-1 against 
an infantry division, again a risky attack if a five 
or six results. The remaining defensive positions 
west of Terrnoli are shown on the map. 

Threat to Foggia 

It is not that unusual to invade at Termoli, but 
many Allied players plan a restricted beach-head, 
holdmg behind the rivers to the south (Fortore) 
and north (Sangro). I prefer to throw a strong 
bridge-head south of the Fortore, on the road to 
Foggia. Too risky? I say no, for two reasons: 

1. It is the Germans who should be worried 
about defending, especially on September 11. 
What are the Allies afraid of? It is very hard for 
the Germans to counter-attack in a really 
threatening way at this stage, so why not make it 
even harder by making the perimeter so long the 
units they would need to attack must defend 
instead. Remember that a reaction is unlikely, 
and even if there is one, useless until September 
rxv 

need about I1 units just to hold it. This wide 
perimeter, as at Rome, makes it very hard for the 
Germans to spare the 7 units needed to seal off 
the South End. 

Passing on to the next phase, let's presume 
that the initial Allied invasion, whether at Rome, 
Termoli, or elsewhere, has succeeded. As 
mentioned, ideally, the Germans would be unable 
to defend the peninsula, so that the Spring 1944 
air strike could break the Gothic Line. Suppose, 
however, that the Germans have been able to 
h w  a fort line across the peninsula, perhaps 
just north of Rome along the Civitavecchial 
Asooli, the last feasible line b l o w  the northern 
pad of the map. What plan should the Allies 
follow then? Can they win a war of attrition, 
plugging away at the fort line with a few 
low-odds attacks weekly, bleeding the Germans 
white? Perhaps, if they understand the arithmetic 
involved. 

Counting the Naples and Rome bonuses, the 
six steps at start, and Polish replacements, the 
Allies get 211 steps during the game. On the 
average, the Germans get 110. This means 92% 
more for the Allies. Therefore, they must not 
suffer twice the German casualties in their 
attacks, or it i s  they who are suffering attrition. 

There is no shortage of doubled or even tripled 
positions for the German defenders in Anzio. 
Therefore, Allied casualties will usually be 
doubled. Let's analyze the ratio of the attacker's 
losses to  that of the defender at all ten odds 
allowed: 

Key Ratlo 

From this we see that at unrnultiplied odds, 
anything above a 1-2 attack favors the Allies. 
The two "soak-off' type attacks favor the 
Germans. Therefore, the Allies shouldn't waste 
their rare chances to attack in the open! 

Where the Germans have a terrain benefit, 
obviously the loss ratio doubles, so that at 1-1 
the Allies lose 2.8 stepsll.0 German step - not 
favorable. At 2-1 i t  is still not favorable, but a 
3-1 attack on a doubled position shows a ratio 
of 1.2511 - good for the Allies. Unfortunately, 
3-1 attacks on doubled positions are rare. 

So how can attrition pay? By the fact that the 
Germans must counter-attack to hold a fortified 
line. The Allies usually attack fort lines at 1-1, 
sometimes 2-1. Let's study the results at both 
odds: 

Series of 2-1 attacks, and German counter- 
attacks at 1-4 or 1-2 only when required, 
obviously. Allied casualty percentage: 2-1, 1-2 
164% of Germans 2-1, 1-4 169%. 

In both cases, attrition favors the Alliw. 
Although the Germans do not suffer terrain 
penalties counter-attacking out of forts, a glance 
at the table above shows that their loss ratio is 
unfavorable. It's interesting that they do better at 
1-4, although that would often leave them 
dangerously weak for the coming Allied turn. 

In a series of 1-1 attacks and counte~attacks, 
as above, Allied casualties us. Germans are 200% 

1.1. 

2. It's not enough just to establish a beach- and 207Q7 

head, the AUies must then break out of it, gain 
air superiority, and witR the South End. Conclusion: slight advantage to the Germans., 

River lines which they can saunter across SO attrition can pay, not so much from Allied 
September I1 may be heavily defended September attacks, but obligatory German counter-attacks. 
111. This invasion boasts a .perimeter wider than There is another aspect t o  this question. As the 
any other: we11 over 20 hex-sides! The Germans blue line on the chart shows, the ratio, of 
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GermanlAllied replacements swings from a high 
of 1-1 during the Winter to a low of less 
thanll3-l during the Summer. Here again, I 
want to stress that so much of this analysis is 
predicated on the law of averages, which should 
have plenty of time to work out in this long 
game! 

The months when the Germans are likely to 
get 16s than half Allied replacements'are just at 
the start, MarchlAugust 1944, and FebruarylApril 
1945. Therefore, these are the periods when 
attrition will be most painful for them (see blue 
line on the chart). 

Fortunately for the Allies, these periods 
coincide with the two air strikes which are their 
most potent weapon. To win, the Allied player 
not only must make maximum use of the air 
strikes, but coordinate them properly with the 
second invasion. 

As explained, just in terms of OoB, the Allies 
do a favor to the Germans by invading a second 
time. Should they do i t  then? If an invasion at 
Rome or on the Adriatic should succeed, a 
second invasion might not be necessary to do 
what the historical Anzio invasion did: crack the 
Cassino Line. In any case, the Allies should 
always pose the threat of an invasion to tie up 
German troops along the coastaI flanks. Try to 
do this with units that are building-up, or that, 
from Naples, could either invade or reach the 
front to attack in any one turn. Otherwise, both 
Allies and Germans may suffer from withdrawals. 
Try to make this a handicap only for the 
Germans. 

If a second invasion is necessary, how should it 
be done? Of course, if the Germans are so foolish 
as to leave Genoa open, station very weak units 
along the coast, or some other blunder, why pass 
up such an opening? Usually, this won't happen. 
In that case, there's no question in my mind that 
the second invasion should be timed to profit 
from the AprilIMay air strike. 

1. German repIacements at low ebb. 
2. Ratio of Allied to Axis forces favorable, 

especially if the invasion can be timed not to 
occur until units such as Herman Goering, 2nd 
Para., and several Panzer divisions have left. 

Because of the Random Invasion Rule, it is 
impossible to say exactly when the second 
invasion can take place, but there are 3 basic 
possibilities: 

I. During the air strike - not too likely, but if 
possible, then any German coastal defensz units 
would probably be smashed. 

2. After the strike - not my preference, but 
circumstances might make it necessary. In that 
case, leave the air strike to late May, and invade 
as soon thereafter as permitted. That way, 
considering the paucity of German summer 
replacements, the units hit during the air strikes 
will not be back to  full strength. 

3. If possible, I prefer to invade before the air 
strike, but as near t8 it as possible, say late 
February or early March, if permitted. This is a 
difficult time for the Germans, as they can not 
yet be sure that the invasion could not coincide 
with the air strike, so they have to worry about 
both. Moreover, it usualIy takes a week or two to 
position their units for a counter-attack. Them 
fore, they may only have a few weeks to attempt 
+o repel the second invasion before the air strike 
an "rescue" it. If the second invasion succeeds 

in February or March, 1944, then the Germans 

have a longer line to defend during the strike. 
This is very important, as the Allies should try to 
attack every possible unit then. This is also an 
argument for a more northerly first invasion, as 
the southern fort lines are shorter. 

SO much for when, how about where? 
Obviously, this depends on the position at the 
time, but in general, the Allies should invade as 
far north as possible, especialIy if the Germans 
have been able to hold them in mid-peninsula. I t  
is tempting to execute a close flanking move 
ment, as was done at Anzio, with poor initial 
remits. The more pressing problem is the Gothic 
Line and the Po Valley it guards. 

The second air strike is probably too 1nte to 
break the Gothic Line and still have time to 
capture northern Italy. Of course, after the 
second invasion, unless most of the units didn't 
react in, there is no reason not to invade 
repeatedly. None, that is, except that the 
Germans may crush it! If the second invasion can 
precede the Spring, 1944, air strike by only 
about a month, it has an excellent chance to 
succeed, so this is the ideal time to try to 
outflank the Gothic h e .  If the Spring, 1945, 
strike finds the Germans still holding this line, 
the Allies will have to be very lucky to win, all 
the more so since this is not the final defensive 
position available. Therefore, as outlined above, 
whether by a successful first invasion in Rome or 
Termoli, or a second invasion at Genoa, Livorno, 
or Rirnini, the Allies must break the Gothic Line 
in 1944. 

GERMAN STRATEGY 
IN ANZIO 

Rornrnel or Kesselring? 

Late summer, 1943. The Kursk attack has 
failed, and the Russians roll forward in the 
Ukraine. Dozens of divisions are tied down in the 
Balkans and Western Europe. The problem: how 
to defend Italy from Allied invasion. Depleted by 
their losses in North Africa and Sicily, few 
German units are available. The best of these 
must hold down the industrial North. Due to the 
great Iength of the Italian coastline, much of i t  
can not be defended. Moreover, Sicily showed 
that the war-weary Italian army and populace are 
potentially more hostile than friendly. 

Two brilliant German generals ponder the 
problem. Their solutions: 

RornrneI - hold at the narrow northern neck 
not only to shorten the front and its flanks, but 
the lines of communication as well. 

KesseIring - abandon only the barren southern 
t l k d  of the penimula, holdjng fast in the 
difficult terrain between Naples and Rome. 

We know what happened in history, but what 
is the best plan for the game? 

Many of the basic considerations shaping Allied 
strategy, such as comparison of forces and 
replacements, obviously must be weighed by the 
Germans as well. The Frst question is which 
invasion area to deny to the Allies. 

Historically, the Germans correctly deduced 
that Allied thinking would lead them to  Salerno, 
because of its proximity both to Naples and to 
air cover from Sicily. Only their slender resowces 
prevented this sound deduction from giving them 
a great victory. How about your opponent? Does 
he have a favorite beach? Is he conservative, or a 
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gambler? Is he new to the game, therefore likely 
to prefer Salerno or perhaps Termoli? Then you 
could put Nebelwerfer and two regiments of 
Herman Gowing at Naples, one regiment a t  
Vesuvio, and 16th Panzer just south of Vasto on 
the Adriatic. Or to really rule out Salerno, put 
16th Panzer on Route 7 just south of Avellino. 
Not only a good spot for Salerno, but also within 
attacking radius of Termoli and Rome. 

In no circumstances would I put less than two 
regiments at Naples. Only one unit there is an 
easy mark for the Allies. 

On the other hand, suppose you have a wily 
opponerit who could give you a lot of trouble at 
Rome. Then you put all the Naples garrison at 
Naples itself, in order not to slow yourself down 
exiting Vesuvio. There are many places for 16th 
Panzer: 

1. hiz io  - spoils Rome and is 12 movement 
factors from- $42 near Ortona, presuming other 
units get Automatic Victory on the Italian at 
Tivoli. 

2. Avezzano - can hit Rome even if the 
Naples roads are cut; can reach the Adriatic at 
several places, and alm nearly as far south as 
Pompsi. 

3. Vasto - spoils a TermoIi invasion, but ca 
also attack as far west as Tivoli. 

There is also another way to look at in 
where would you like the Allies to 
Grosseto or Rirniru, of course, but 1 
serious! I would say Mondragone. Why? 

I. Twice the chance of a First Irma 
Reaction compared with Salerno. 

2. You can still hold at Cassino or just n 
of it. 

3. Good chance to counter-attack. 
4. Good chance Allies won't immedi 

capture the port they need (Naples). 
Therefore, to tempt the Allies, you.might leave 

only two regiments at Naples, say six defense 
factors, perhaps just enough to draw an Allied 
attack, but too much for them to be certain of 
success. A bit risky if they are lucky, admittedly, 
but you have 113 chance of reaction, which 
surely does make the game more fun for the 
Germans! 

Next, to me the most interesting phase of the 
game for the Germans: trying to hurl the Allies 
back into the sea. First you have a tough 
decision: whether to  try to block the units 
coming from Taranto and Messina. You have to 
divert seven units that are desperately needed 
elsewhere. They could be Nembo, 26th Panzer, 
three regiments from either the Naples or the 
Foggia garrison, md both regiments of 29th 
Panzergrenadier. Why the strong Panzer division 
instead of another reament? Because that 
regiment from Naples or Foggia probably can hit 
the beach-head September 11; 26th Panzer can't. 
T o  relieve the unnecessarily strong forces 
blocking the South End, imrnediately.rush south- 
ward as many of the four Viterbo replacements, 
plus any other replacements or weak units as 
won as you get them. Nothing frustrates an 
Allied player like cooling his heels at Taranto or 
Messina with big divisions of Canadians, Indians, 
etc., while the Germans hold Y60, Y62, Y64,k 
073, Q72, S71, and U70 with schlock! 

This tactic of sealing off the South End is 
obviously artificial, but how else to handle it? 
The Germans can not advance into the toe and 
heel. If the Allies should attack from off the 
board and retreat, perhaps as an inverted counter, 
the Germans can't follow. So allowing the 
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Germans to ma1 off these edges at a high price 
seems the best solution. Although I disagree, 
some players feel the Germans have an edge in 
Anzio. There are two logical ways to handicap 
the German pIayer with regard to the South End. 

1. Allow entry ex-Taranto as far up the board 
as Y5 1, which would be geographically feasible if 
there had been room for the toe and heel on the 
game board. This would make it virtually 
impossible to seal off Taranto, therefore nearly 
guaranteeing Allied capture of Italy south of 
Cassino. 

2. Allow Allied units of whatever nationality 
to enter any opened port. Some Allied playen 
find it highly unrealistic that some of their 
strongest units are made unusable by what they 
consider a German "gimmick." 

I do not suggest either alternative for equal 
players Personally, I play with a compIete map, 
using toe and heel extensions drawn up by a 
friend, but this aticle isn't intended to discuss 
variants. 

Many German players, especially if confronted 
with a cautious invasion below the Cassino Line, 
prefer not to counter-attack vigorously. They 
conserve strength, and don't risk the loss of units. 
This way all of their units may be at full 
strength, so that they can retain their ersatz 
counters rather than using them to build up. I 

,concede this is the smarter strategy. But what the 
heck, it's only a game, so enjoy it! Nothing beats 
outdoing K e d r i n g  and pushing the Allies back 
to  Sicily. Moreover, it is a natural mini-game. 
Many people put off by the potential length of 
Anzio don't realize how many games reach a 
nauniumi resolution in a few months. Unless an 
aggressive German player is also very careful, 
failure to crush the invasion after a spirited 
attempt may leave him weak to the point of 
discouragement! Conversely, few Allied players 
Rave the will to continue if they lose their first 
invasion. If your life depended on it, as the 
Germans' did, obviously you wouldn't let it all 
hang out quite that far. But with a game, it can 
be fun now and then. One of the nice things 
about Anzio is that it lends itself t o  many 
different strategies on both sides. 

I t  is impossible to recommend in detail how to 
attack the beach-head, since the possible disposi- 
tions are myriad, but here are some general ideas: 

I. Don't presume that you have to  go over to 
the defensive because you didn't get a reaction. I 
have seen a good German player crush a Rome 
invasion by a good Allied player, when the 
German got no reaction, and, of course, the 
Allies did. 

2. Go for the high ground: Frascati at Rome, 
the High Appenines above Ortona, the tripled 
position just west of Termoli, etc. If you still 
hold these positions by the time you have 
regrouped to attack, you may be able to  seize the 
initiative by threatening the port. . 

3. Keep air superiority as long as possible. 
4. Don't be afraid to build forts around a 

beach-head, but only if you feel you really have a 
chance to crush the Allies. Several years ago at a 
convention at St. John's University in Queens, 
kibbitzers were puzzled seeing sevaal forts 
scattered seemingly at random near Rome, and 
depleted armies facing each other at a short 
Cassino Line. The Allies had been forced back 
out at Rome, with the forts an indqxnsible 
German tool. 

5. Know when you have h a d  it. If your units 
are just too weak, break off your attack. This is a 

very difficult decision for the German player, as 
it is so tempting to try just one more turn! 

6. Maybe you can gain that one more turn by 
pulling back from the South End, de1aying.b~ 
using river lines. You only need 4 units to cover 
the entire front for a turn, along the line of the 
Volturno and the Fortore. Moreover, since the 
South End units can not use Strategic Movement 
fmt turn on the board, by pulling back just 
beyond their range, you can hold the front even 
with ersatz counters. 

Proceeding to the next phase of the game, 
suppose that you failed to repulse the Allies, but 
you can build a line about where the Germans 
under KesseIrhg k t  did. Later on, I will 
examine a rather unorthodox strategy based on 
Rommel's ideas. For the moment, presume you 
are a student of Kesselring. 

The question of fort lines is a study in itself, 
but here are some general considerations: 

1. Don't presume the shortest line, as shown 
on the map, is always best. It may lack some 
important characteristics. Moreover, the shortest 
Iine may not be as economical as another line 
with more favorable terrain. 

2. You hope that your first line will last until 
the 1944 Air Strae, so don't put a fort right in 
front of a river, or in some other vulnerable spot 
when the Allies finally push you out. 

3. You may also have to cope with an 
invasion. Can your seaward forts be surrounded 
or easily outflanked? Would adjusting the line a 
bit improve your position via-a-vis an invasion 
site, or make it easier for rear guard units to seal 
off such a beach? 

4. You have to reinforce. Venafro can be part 
of the shortest possible line, but it is difficult to 
reinforce and to retreat from. 

5. Take full advantage of tripled positions and 
High Appenines. 

6. Communications are important, especially in 
bad weather. Try to have a good road net just 
behind you, and bad lateral cornmuni~tions for 
the Allies. If you can move units faster than they 
can, you frustrate their attempts to get good 
odds. There is always considerable movement on 
both sides parallel t o  the fort line. 

7. Don't put a fort where it can be bypassed. 
Examples are the hill northeast of Formia, and 
V32, 

8. Don't put all the regiments of one division 
in the same fort. If one or two regiments are lost, 
you can rebuild the entire division from just the 
one left. 

Another aspect of this period is coastal 
defense. 

I .  Try to fiIl the several small zones 
completely. The Allies can't beat this! I have seen 
games ended because the Allied first and second 
invasion was repulsed, and the Germans got 
enough units to completely fill every invasion 
zone! 

2. If you can't completely fill a zone with 
weak units, don't leave them near the beach at 
all. Try to have at least 6 defense factors (3 
doubled). 

3. You can't hold everything. Remember you 
get a good reaction! Love those Tiger and 
Panther tanks! 

4. If you can hold strong points, you have a 
chance to crush the second invasion, which is 
nearly as good as crushing the first, and almost as 
likely to cause the AlIies to pack it in. Examples 
are the hills southwest of Valmontone, Frascati, 
the hill east of Civitavecchk, and those northwest 

of Grossetto, and overlooking Livorno, Timini, 
and Genoa. 

5.  Genoa can be a very good place for a 
second invasion. It's original garrison, 94th 
infantry, leaves for the front October 111, 1943, 
with the 334th not taking over untll November 
11. This leaves a brief opportunity to invade 
there. True, ~t is disadvantageous for the AIlies 
from the standpoint of its effect on the German 
OoB, nor is there any Air Strike to help out,but 
the Allies are vary likely to do it (with port 
counters) if you let them. Therefore, be sure to 
have 1 or preferably. 2 units there on time. I have 
lost more than one game by being a turn late 
doing this. 

December I, 1943, the 334th also goes to the 
front, without any replacement at Genoa until 
September, 1944, and the replacement is too 
weak. Therefore, for most of the game, I recorn- 
mend closing off the two Genoa beach hexes. 

6. When Spring, 1944, rolls around, you are 
vulnerable to the Air Strike. If the Allies have 
not yet ihvaded, and unless you are prepared to 
gamble that they no Ionger can, I would concede 
the whole coastline to the Allies. With the units 
saved by not defending Rome, etc., you probably 
can close the four beaches north of Siena. This 
requires 14 units, 12 if you concede Cecina. 

7. Even earlier I would favor these northern 
areas. It isn't all bad if the Allres invade at Anzio, 
for example. The reinforcements help. But if the 
Allies can get into Livorno, or another northern 
beach, in late Febmary or early March, exert 
yourself to the utmost to crush or minimize the 
beach-head before the April Air Strike, or you 
may be the April Fool. 

Moving on, presume that the combination of 
Air Strike and invasion has broken your southern 
Iine, and you are pulling back to the Gothic Line. 
There are still pIenty of rivers, mountains, and 
High Appenines. Don't be eager to counter-attack 
if you ran pull back to the next river. It drove 
the Allies frantic in the war; it can in the game, 
too. There are 14 rivers between Ortona and 
Bologna. 

The West coast is more vulnerable, as it is 
relatively open terrain. Concentrate your strength 
here. If you feel a counter-attack is worthwhle, 
do it here. Try not to defend undoubled more 
than absolutely necessary. 

The Allies will try to lengthen your front to 
force a puI1-back in order to straighten it. How 
long a front can you tolerate? It's not so much a 
question of hexes, but of strength-per-position. If 
the Allies are able to get good odds at several 
positions, pull back. 

Remember that after six weeks you may be 
vulnerable, alI the more so if you have already 
gotten most of the Second Invasion Reaction. So 
again you must garrison the flanks, with priority 
to your main line, and the far North. 
Your key objective: still be in tti& Gothic Line 

in Spring, 1945. If you have done this, you have 
probably won. 

In automobile racing, t&e contest is often won 
or lost in the curves. A few feet gained braking 
late, .entering the turn, can yield surprising 
distance accelerating up the straight. So it is in 
Anzio: the initiaI struggle for position in 1943 
has great effect on the whole game. If the 
Germans keep the Allies away from the Gothic 
Line in 1944, they are far ahead. 

Or are they? 
Rommel thought otherwise. He commanded 

the strong North Italy garrison in the summer of 
1943, and he wrote off the peninsula to the 



south. Hitler never liked to retreat, even when 
advisable, but even he had to agree with the 
Desert Fox that withdrawal would be wise when 
the Allies invaded. Kesselring, the southern com- 
mander, had other ideas. His unexpected success 
was all Hitler needed to encourage him to hold 
fast. History acquitted Kesselring, and most 
German-side Anzio players follow his plan. It was 
right for history, but perhaps for the game, 
Rommel's analysis deserves further study. 

As we have seen, often the Allies invade far 
enough south to permit the first German Line to 
be built across the narrowest part of the 
peninsula just south of Casino, as historically it 
was (see map). Presume that instead the fust line 
is far north. It could be either side of Firenze. 
The Germans then withdraw northward as forced 
to by the AlIies. 

Disadvantages: 
1. The Allies take the peninsula before the 

game is half over. 
2. They get their Rome replacements sooner 

than otherwise, in all probability. 
3. There will be little scope or need for a 

second invasion, so the Germans will not get the 
tremendous reinforcement it represents. 

There are several compensating advantages: 
1. The Germans do not have to defend the 

long flanks. T h r e  are 24 invadable hexes, not 
counting those reachable by commandos, along 
the wcst coast from just south of Livorno to 
%eta, and on the east coast from the Fogha 
River to Vasto. To hold the key positions behind 

these beaches requires the equivalent of 3 
divisions or more. The problem is acute if the 
second invaaion and 1944 Air Strike coincide. As 
discussed, either the beaches are left open, or 
more units are exposed to air attack. On the 
o t h ~  hand, if the Germans do not try to hold 
the peninsula, a line between the Cecina and the 
FogIia Rivers in the North requires the defense of 
onIy 12 hexes against the invasion, an area that 
would have to be defended anyway. As 
mentioned, it mlght be feasible to occupy all 
these hexes with weak units. 

2. Depending on the pace of the Allied 
advance, and the location of the first German 
line, certain , German reinforcement may react 
into the game sooner than otherwise. 

3. Even presuming that the AIlies eventually 
open a port north of Rome, many Allied units 
can only enter the game via Naples andlor the 
South End. If the front line is south of Rome 
into Spring of 1944, these units probably can 
reach it on their f@.t turn in the game. But for 
them to reach the North will take two to three 
turns, not forgetting that they can not use 
Strategic Movement the first turn, or when 
entering combat. Conversely, German reinforce- 
ments and replacements just have a short haul. 

It may even be possible for the Germans to 
delay the Allies while retreating the Iength of 
Italy, even without a fort line, so that they have 
not reached the Gothic Line by the Fxst Air 
Strike. Let's presume not. Presume the Gothic 
Line is broken in the Spring of 1944. Aren't the 
Germans then in deep trouble, not having all that 
distance in which to retreat? Perhaps not. Perhaps 
it is only necessary to hnve enough space between 
the fmt  and second lines so that: 

1. The momentum of Allied advance during 
the 1944 Strike can not penetrate both lines. 

2. Should the second line not be done, the 
Germans can delay enough turns so that its 
construction is finished. The best way to analyze 
this consideration is to examine in detail, the 
defensive positions available in the North (see 
map). 

A. This line can be used with line B just 
north. Since the Germans have only 13 forts, B 
can not be completed until A is partly destroyed. 
About two months delay will be needed. With a 
little luck, and the shelter of the Amo River, it 
should be possible, although not certain. 

B. Virtually identical to the historical Gothic 
Line, this is more economical - one fort shorter, 
with virtually no invasion theat. It can ame as 
the first or second line. 

C. In the Spring of 1945, when it was obvious 
that the Allies would burst into the Po Valley, 
the Germans planned to fall back appmxirnately 
to this line as a last-ditch position in Italy. The 
war ended first. It can serve as a second line 
together with A, in case the German player fears 
A and B are too close. After A falls to the 1944 
Strike, there i s  ample time to retire to C, and to 
finish its construction. AIternativeIy, B and C can 
be combined, total 13 forts. In this case, with C 
the defense line for most of 1944 onward, the 
Germans Rave maximum use of thee North Italy 
garrison, and there is little scope for partisan 
activity behind their lines. 

D. This strategy should also permit the 
construction of a final redoubt, if the AIlies 
break the second Iine the first week of April, 
1945. They have but three more turns to capture 
Vicenza, among other cities required. This line 
might make that impossible. Alternatively, if the 

THE GENERhL 4 first two lines are A + B, then C could be the 
final redoubt. , . :! 

It's obvious that if this strategy is followed, 
many months will be devoted to World War I 
type attrition along the fort lines, a war of 
attrition which I do not believe the Allies can 
win, especiaIly given their longer supply lines. 

I have mentioned the historical basis for this 
strategy. As applied to the game, if line C in the 
Po Valley is the second line, then the Germans 
concede Genoa and much of North Italy to the 
AIlies during 1944. HistoricaIly, the Germans 
never would have done this willingly, because of . 
the industrial potential of that area, and because :- 
it could have exposed southern France before the 

strategy works, Anzio the game fails to reflect 
history. 

Anzio came before the trend towards levels of 

li 
Allies invaded there. Therefore, if this suggested -' 

victory, which can be as frustrating ns they are 
theoretically logical. Perhaps this is regrettable, 
because it is a game that lends itself to that 
technique. There can be a difference between 
playing a game for a narrow win just within the 
rules, and pIaying for fun, or to satisfy levels of 
victory at least mentally. To put it another way, 
there is more glory being Kesselring than 
Rommel, in this particular campaign. 

PersonaIly, I can not resist the temptation t 
hang onto as much af the map for as long as 
can, and the chance to throw those Tigers an 
Panthers against a second invasion! Be that a 
may, I do think that "The Rommel Plan" sho 
not be dismissed. ***** 

ANZIO TACTICS 

No one should fm1 himself that wargames 
come anywhere near to reflecting real war. Just 
to cite two areas, m o d s  and logistics, wargames 
have never made more than a gesture tbwards 
their simulation. One aspect of war that is rather 
well reflected in games, however, is the 
consequences of a blunder or miscalculation. Few 
games exceed Aneio in this respect. WhJn 

1. The three types of Automatic Victory (one 
from Game 11, two from Game 111). 

2. The unusual SRT. 
3. The terrain. 
4. The importance of ports ta Allied logistics. 
5. The multiple invasions. 
6. The varying capabilities of the units. 
7. The way in which units can be destroyed, 

or rebuilt from rr cadre. 
This is not an exhaustive list, but it serves to 

make this point: failure to always keep in mind 
the unique rules configuration of Anzio may lead 
to a blunder with consequences very realistic 
indeed! To examine this, let's discuss Anzio 
tactia in detail. Were are same do's and don'ts: 

1. Defendmg in adjacent hexes is often 
necessary, but it can be dangerous, just as in 
Stalingrad. If you push back one unit, while 
engaging the second on the flank, the fmt group 
of attackers can advance for a second combat 
with the second defender, now surrounded. 

2. Ersatz and other weak units can be very 
useful to hold parts of the front, IF you carefully 
calculate what the enemy can do to  them. This is 
essential, because otherwise you might open the 
way to an Automatic Victory which muld 
rupture your entire front 
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are pressing you back to the sea, often to do so 
they must leave at least one point weakly held, 
sometimes just with an ersatz counter. Wt that 
one point with every unit that can be stacked 
against it, even if by so doing 'you leave your 
front wide open! You have a good chance to get 
enough extra movement by AV-I1 so that you 
can redeploy right back again to defense 
positions. Moreover, in such a situation you can 
advance dght into enemy ZOC, perhaps forcing 
their withdrawal next time. 

Isn't this a very gimmicky move? The move is, 
the results are not. One of the most unrealistic 
aspects of many wargames old and new is their 
lack of comprehensive Automatic Victory rules 
that prevent one weak unit from performing a 
role it never would be expected to  in real 
warfare. I don't say that weak units aren't used, 
but they never could do what they can in 
StalingFad, for example. The net result of 
situations such as that described above js t o  
prevent the use of weak units in an unrealistic 
way, and that is realistic. 

24. As discussed above, the ability to advance 
after combat into attacking positions can be a 
potent weapon, but you do not have to attack 
just kcause you advance. It's awfully tempting 
to keep rolling, but if the odds no longer favor 
you, think twice before you press your luck. Just 
your advance may be problem enough for the 
enemy. 

If I may be permitted a personal word, I own 
150 wargames, and 10% of them are copies of 
Anzio, about five of which are in continual w. 
After scores of Anzio games, I can honestly say 
that no two have ever been the m e ;  I learned 
something new fiom each one, and am still M y  
startled by the battles that develop. So this list of 
tactical tips should grow in the years to come. 

BREAKING PAR Continwd from puge 16 

"intelligence.") Or, you may have your own 
method, other than the card illustrated. In any 
event, separate the airplanes from that tangle on 
the ACC if you want to know them as entities. 

PAR tor AACC aimraft 

t' If you're using the PAR factor to make new 

I situations, you can use it as a handicap or as a 
means of m a w  a fairly even (within 10 points) 

I match If you use it in recon, bombing, straf~ng, or 
i spotting missions, try to give the defending player 
rat  least a PAR-10 margin over the aggressor. Sure, ' you can draw up situations where your opponent 
'gets an inferior airplane (as often happened in real 
life - look at Richthofen's body-count list), but 
don't try to claim a victory when you were 
shooting 30 over PAR! 
I 

THE GENERElL 

BEHIND THE LUFTWAFFE AERIAL COMBAT TABLE 

Lou Zocchi is probably the father of modem 
air warfare games as we h o w  them toby.  77ze 
groundwork he loid in designing 3 earlier, now 
out of print, air games was the major factor in 
our publication of LUFTWAFFE. Lou takes over 
she Design AnaIysis chores this month to give 
you can in-depth view of what goes into a Combat 
Resuts Table: a study made more interesting by 
the application of tactical doctrine to a astmfegic 
leveI game. 

bullet which hits is not always effective. The 
following infoxmation shows that much depends 
upon where those bullets go. 

Generally speaking, bullets strike the body of 
an aircraft in direct proportion to the amount of 
muface exposed during the attack. From head on, 
the engine presents the largest and easiest target 
area while the wings are the smallest. Attacking 
from behind puts few rounds into the engine but 
m y  into the body. Attacking from above is 
almost the same as ~ttac~ring from below because 

GAME DESIGN CRElNIS: ALIEN SPACE, most of the rou~lds hit the wings and a smaller - 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN, FLYING TIGERS, number go through the body. A side attack 
HARDTACK, LUFTWAFFE, MIMUTEMAN, causes more body hits than wing hits. The size of 
TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH. the target affects the number of hits taken and 

Although aerial combat ~ d t s  table in the 
Luftwaffe game appears to be a collection of 
randomly selected numbers, it is the essence of a 
number of ~eIated studies. On page 3 of the 
designers notes, I explained that the table shows 
what happens when an aircraft fires one b u d .  
When fighting superior opponents, players sub- 
tract points from the die roll t o  simulate the 
difficulty an inferior plane has trying to achieve a 
good shooting position. When fighting an inferior 
aircraft, the shooting position is more easily 
attained but this does not increase the number of 
bullets Fred during a single burst. So you get the 
full value of each die roll, but add nothing to the 
rolled numbers, even though you had to  deduct 
from them when shooting from an inferior plane. 

To understand where tho% CRT numbers 
come from, let's look at where and how damage 
is inflicted arid how much damage a plane suffers 
before destruction. 

According to "RIFLES & MACHINE GUNS", 
"A MODERN HANDBOOK ON INFANTRY 
A N D  AIRCRAFT ARMS", "GERMAN 
MILITARY AIRCRAFT OF THE SEKOND 1 WORLD WAR", and other sources, the machine- 
guns mounted in aircraft wings average one round 
in six on target when firing at a relativeIy 
slationary, 25 square meters target at 200 meters. 

At least 5 rounds out of 6 miss their mark 
during a typical burst. Since the parameter above 
assumes that the target is relatively stationary, (a 
situation rarely enwmtered during air to  air 
combat) you can see that allowing 116th of dl 
bullets fired to hit on the combat results table 
would be overly generous. But even the single 

the d&gn of the plane determina in large 
measure the number of hits it c a i  survive. 

A number of private and miIitary studies 
indicate that damage can be dassified into three 
categories: 

CATEGORY I includes pilot and gunner 
cabhs, controls and vital equipment in wings and 
fuselage. This is generally estimated to  be 2/3rds 
of the wing fuselage area of the plane. When 
struck by a 50 caliber bullet, every twelfth 
penetration (8%) generally causes damage. One 
instance of damage in this area has a 16% chance 
of killing or irjwing nearby crew membe~s and a 
2% chance of starting a fire. 

CATEGOR YII includes the oil and gas tanks. 
They average 1 /3rd of the whg fuselage area of 
the plane and are generally damaged by every 
third (33%) 50 caliber bullet which penetrates. 
Each instance of damage causes fuel loss and 5096 
of the time will start fires 

CATEGORY IIE is the engine or engines of the 
plane. One out of 3 penetrations (33%) causes 
critical damage. Such damage could stop engines 
and 16% of the time will dart Fms. 

Explosions are most likely when category I1 or 
I11 areas are damaged. One case in six causes an 
explosion in category I1 while only one case in 
fifty (2%) causes an explosion in category UI. 

To provide a better underdandjng of the 
information expressed in the former statements, 
I've restated the facts in a graphic format qlhi* 
follows. 

There are many recorded instances when a 
damaged aircraft has been able to continue 
combat effectively. There are even a few recorded 
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instances where a burning aircraft has been able 
to continue combat. I can find no instances 
where an aircraft Ras continued combat after 
exploding. It therefore seemed logical to assume 
that the situation which required the least 
number of bulIets to achieve an explosion would 
be the safest example upan which a fire power 
chart could be calculated. Since the smallest 
numbex of 50 caliber buliets which can cause an 
explosion is 108 in category 11, the number 108 
became very -cant because it also caused 
fires in category 111. 

Because the formulas given in standard cases 
aarmmed that the damaging bullets were all 50 
cdiber, the firepower of every aircraft in the 
game had to  be translated into something which 
would equate their tme destructive abilities, as 
expressed in 50 caliber bullets. Since a 30 Ealiber 
buIlet is onIy 3/5ths the size of a 50 caliber 
bullet, i t  is only 315th as effective when only its 
outside diameter is considered. 100 thirty caliber 
bullets cause about the same amount of damage 
ax M) fifty caliber bullets A 20mm she11 is tRe 
equivalent of 1% f ~ t y  caliber rounds if only the 
outside diameter is considered. However, the 
greater mass, penetrating power and explosiveness 
of the 20mm shell entitles it to a lugher rating 
than its outside diameter indicates. 

felt was most often used by each aircraft in the To provide YOU with a working example of 

W e -  how this was built into the aerial combat table, 
I11 try to explain why the light American 
bombers shoot as they do. 

I analyzed each bomber design to determine 

weakest area, its firepower was too insignificant 
to register on the results table. We would have 

I the minimum number of guns an attacker would , ' face when fighting such a formation. Since the ' 

A-20 could bring only one gun to bear in its , 

needed at least 8 of them to shoot down one 
factor. Since there are only 4 factors of A-20's. 
in the game, they were omitfed from the results 
table. 

Each A-26, 8-25 and B-26 was able to bring 
a t  least four 50 caliber guns into play against 
attackers so their f m p w e r  is the equivalent of 
four guns per plane times 75 planes per fac- 
tor .  . . which works out as 21 33 fifty caliber 
shells per factor. Four factors shooting yield a 
combined output of 8532 which is Iess than 
8640, and 8640 you'll remember is the minimum 
number of 50 caliber rounds needed to destroy 
one factor of German Fghters. The American 

, 

needs at least 5 factors shooting before his 
firepower exceeds 8640 and has a chance of 
causim the Germans a loss. 

In addition to caliber sizes, the differing rates 
of Fire for each weapon had to considered if a 

I true Fuepower picture was to be obtained. An- 
other complication to be surmounted was the 
change in weaponry as the war progressed. 

Rapid fire weapons are best for fighter to 
f d t e r  combat because the shooter can put more 
bullets into more spaces and increase his chances 
for hits. While a bomber may be held in the 
gunsights for one or two seconds, the smaller, 
more maneuverable fghter moving at twice 
bomber speeds is rarely held for more than a 
second. During that second the 20mm cannon 
would give you only 5 chances to hit the target 
while a 30 caliber machinegun would give you 
13! The RA.F. defeated Luftwaffe Fqhters 
during the Battle of Britain because their arma- 
ment was suited for fighter to fighter combat. 
The RA.P. fighters were spitting out 104 thirty 
mliber rounds per second while their Geman 
opponents f m d  only 3 1 projectiles in the same 
time m o d .  While the-impact of a full German 
burst was more effective than that of an R.AF. 
fighter, a target rare.ly received the full burst. 

Ln the later stages of the Battle of Britain, 
when few fighters were being encountered, the 
RkF. switched over from eight 30 caliber guns 
per fghter to 4 twenty millimeter cannons per 
plane. A few big hits on  bombers are more 
effective than many small hits. 

As the menace of the American bombardment 
effort mounted, the Germans switched from small 
caliber fast fuing anti-fighter weapons to  heavier 
caliber anti-bomber cannons. 

W e  allied armament remain4 fauly con- 
&tent - throughout the war, the Germans 
continued to  upgrade and increase their weapon 
calibers and rates of fire. Rapid advances in 
German weapon technology during the last stages 
of the war wmplicated the F~epower picture. 1 
resolved the situation by freezing the game at 
''mPICAL" points. In other words, the P-51 
kgan the war with only 4 fifty caliber machine 
guns but later carried 6. In our game, it is 
assumed to  h carrying 6 since this is the most 
common configuration. Page 20 of the Campaign 
Briefing Manual describes the armament which I 

R l W ' O W R  OUTPUT EXPRESSED EN 
50 CALIBER SHELLS 

AMHUCAN GERMAN 

Each American counter represents 75 planes 
when at ?4 strength and 150 planes when at full 
strength. Because 108 fifty caliber bullets are 
required to destmy ,one aircraft, 8100 fifty 
caliber bullets are needed to destroy the 75 
American planeg we refer to as one factor. 

German counters were figured to average 160 
planes each although many had only 120. The 
reason for the overage is that a number of 
Geschwaders had a fourth gruppen of 4U more 
fighters. This gruppen was usually a training 
outfit which further polished the pilots before 
committing them to  combat. However, when 
unescorted bombers were within range, these 
training gruppens and anything else which could 
fly were used. 

This brings about a situation wherein the 
Amerjcans have to score 8640 bullets on target to 
destroy 80 Germans while the Germans have to 
s o r e  only 8 100 to shoot down 75 Americans. 

since there are less than 5 B-25 and A-26 
factors in the game, these bombers are not 
permitted to return fm. There is no  way they 
can generate the volume of fire needed to register 
on the raruIts table. 

Since one bullet out of 6 reaching the target is 
' 

considered to be optimum accuracy, I had to 
F w e  out the consequences of shooting at less 
than maximum accuracy. 

The 6 column of the aerial combat table shows 
how many factors are destroyed if 116th of all 
bullets Fxed, hit the target. The 5 column on the 
combat table shows only 516th~ of the hits 
registed in the six column. A die roll of 4 
means you'd have to use the 4th column which is 
only 416th as effective as the 6 column and so 
on. 

The B-26 results table looked something like this 
before I boiled it down., 

A die roll of I meant only 355 bultets hit the 
target. A die roll of two meant 71 1 bullets found 
their mark and so on. If two factors were 
shooting and rolled a 5, they would each score 
1777 hits for a combined iota1 of 3554. Sine  
3554 hits is less than 8640, the Germans suffered 
no measurable losses. 
You can see how 5 factors of B-26's shooting 

2133 buUets into the target will give you the , 
number of hits needed to reach or exceed 8640. 
But if you had rolled a 5 on the die instead of a 
6, your ruepower would be 1777 per factor. 
5x1 777~8885 hits on target which is greater than 
the minimum 8640 and thereby causing the 
Germans one combat factor lost. 

If you could put 17,280 hits into a German 
counter, you'd inflict a two factor loss. Each 
multiple of 8640 causes the Germans to loose 
another factor. 

Since the & m n  has to score only 8100 hits, 
to destroy an American factor, you may be 
wondering why aU the German planes with a 
firepower greater than 8100 are not able to kill 
more American factors. In this situation, I ex- 
erted my prerogative as the designer. I believe I I 



enhanced playbalance by considering the follow- 
ing rationales . . . 

1. Mot every Gemran Gmchwdnr muasred 180 fighters. 
2. Even vhnn 180 f i~hten wern muatracl, they were not all 

equdllv BFfwtiv. dlps M mlnlnfl In p w r m .  

3. I t  takes morn hits to d o w  a ~ W O  engned plane tha~l it deer 
to destrov a single engiwd plans. A four enginad plane can 
tuwiue more darnags man a tiw engind plane. 

4. Whilesornn of the German planes had twoenfllses, m f  wre 
slngls mained. Many of me American planes wsrs 
multkngined. 

6. Most American planes wern a blt more Bturdy than their 
German countsrpanr and able to =wive mom ~nlshrnent .  

In tight of these considerations, I decided that 
the Germans would have to score 8640 hits to 
destroy one American combat factor. The Fw 
190 shoots 8624 per factor which is just short of 
the required 8640 needed. But the Me 262, DO 
217, He 219 and Me 410 fire more than 8640 
which is why each of these F l t e r  factors has a 
chance to destroy an equal number of enemy 
factors. 

In rare circumstances, the Me 410 is allowed to 
kill more factors than he commits to battle. 
These circumstances do not occur unless the 
German saves all his Me 410's from their Rail 
Road duties and combines them with his regular 
Air to Air 410's. 

I have yet t o  see a game where this happened, 
hut there is  a remote possibility of it happening. 
If it does happen, the Me 410 is allowed to kill 
more than it has in combat because of the 
strength in its rearward shooting 13mm rnachine- 
guns. 

The forward fmwwer  of the Me 410 is so 
formidable that rolling a 5 causes just as many 
losses to the enemy as rolling a 6 untiI you have 
5 or more factors involved. At this point, the two 
stingers in the tail become measurably effective 
and are allowed to add thdr  firepower to  that 
already inflicted on the attacking inbound pass. 
In other words, as the Me 410 retires from its 
inbound attack, his tail gunner gets in a few 
choice licks. 

I've had many irate letters from fans who 
claim that the LUFTWAFFE results table 1s a 
piece of SCIENCE FICTION because it allows 
too much variation between the results of 3 one 
and a six on the die. They claim that their games 
are better balanced and more accurate because 
they call a roll of one on the die a two. When 
they roll a six on the die they call it a five. By 
eliminating the two extreme outcomes called for 
on the one and six column, they find a more 
convenient game. This is not what I had in nlind 
when I designed the game, but if doing so gives 
you pleasure, go ahead. I designed the LUFT- 
WAFFE game to give you a minimum of book- 
keeping and a maximum of action. I was quite 
surprised to learn that some of you find the game 
too lively. While I like to think I can keep an 
open mind to the suggestions made by feuow 
enthusiasts, I must admit that I was unable to go 
along with an earlier suggestion which recom- 
mended 'BOMBERS SHOULD BE ENTITLED 
TO TRIPLE THEIR DEFENSIVE FIRES WHEN 
ENTRENCHED UPON FOR TIFfED CLOUDS. " 
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". . . To set kimelf in Glory above his Peers, Don't be thrown off by this - on intercept 
He trusted to have eqlrall2 the most High, missions, Allied twmatera  can crowdin close and 
If he oppos'd; and with ambitious aim. . . keep the Huns from using their firepower too 
R&'d impiotds War in Henv'm and Battle proud often. On the other hand, more than a few Allied 
With vain attempt, Him the Almighty Power aircraft tend to  be flimsy, structurally. 
Hurl l  headlong flaming /mm th' Ethered Sky 
With hideous ruin uand combustion down. . . " ALLIED AIRCRAFT (in descending order): 

- John Milton, Book I, Paradise Lost 
(1 667) * ( M R  88)  - The best Allied ii&ter 

available. Outmatched only in cljrnb (by the Dr. I). 
Dawn, an early spring day, 1918. A lone 

Fokker Dr. I, on patrol over German territory, 
spots an enemy Spad on the far dde of the 
trenches. The German pilot is confident; he can 
outmaneuver and outclimb the bulky Spad 13. 
Sure, he can outdive the flimsy triplane - but 
woner or later hell reach ground level, and see 
the Dr. I spiraling down after him. Let him come 
across, if he dares! 

But - the Spad doerm't app~oach. Instead, he 
starts flying aimlesdy back and forth in the 
distance, as soon as he sees the Boche. Has he 
lost his nerve? A h .  . . he is climbing. The German 
keeps pace, knowing that the enemy will have to 
come across soon enough. Upward they climb, 
marking time, watching. 

Then - the German's engine begins to sputter 
in the thin air. A look at the altimeter: 6000 
meters - operational ceihg. A look a t  the 
enemy: 6300m and closing fast! The heavier 
Allied airplane has cancelled out the triplane's 
advantages in climb and maneuverability, m d  can 
outdive h. Now the enemy can choose the 
moment to strike from above! 

The German pilot chooses the b e t t ~  part of 
valor; he turns south and vafiishes into the 
morning mist. The field has been abandoned 
without a shot being fired! 

This is a synoposis of a recent game of 
"Richtofen's War"; a clear dramatization that, 
however highly-rated an aircraft may be, adroit use 
of another plane's advantages will turn the tables. 

When you open the box, your aaoplane is one 
of 34 items on a chart. If you wait until you're 
aloft to figure out just what your're flying, then 
your next fhght will be to Vahl la  on gossamer 
wings! The key to  sunival it1 Richtofen's War is to 
KNOW YOUR AIRCRAFT! 

For that reason, I offer the following tactical 
analyses of each aircraft, complete with ratings for 
you make-your-own-scenario buffs. An objective 
rating of the machine is found in the Preliminary 
Aircraft Readiness (PAR) factor, where each char- 
acteristic of the aircraft is ~ a d e d ,  and the plane 
given a final grade on a scale of 100 points. In 
addition, 3 subjective discussion of each plane 
follows. 

You will note that m i m u m  altitude does not 
appear on the PAR chart. That is because: a) that 
consideration doesn't crop up often, and b) my 
opponent is not going to make the same mistake 
twice. But there's more'n one way to skin a Camel, 
t o  coin a phase. 

Some overall criticisms apply before discussing 
individual machines: first. the German penchant 

Foremost of its many advantages is -its damage 
factor. A match for any German aircraft; a good, 
all-around fighter. Does not appear in any AH 
scenarios. - 

(PAR 86) - A fine aircraft. Excellent h 
in all characteristics; chief advantage is its rnaneu- 
verability - the Camel h the only Allied plane to 
match the Dr. I. 

(PAR 86) - Best of the French 
designs (the Nieuport-Delage 29 not withstanding). 
Disadvantages: outmaneuvered by Fokker series; 
climb not too hot. Advantages: high damage 
factor, extreme dive rate, high speed. Should not 
try to dogfight; rather, should keep tthotttle open 
and make f m h  passes rather than d o g f d t  
Fokkem Make the most of its speed and maneu- 
verability. Equal to any challenge if used right. 

(PAR 71) - Roughly comparable to $pad 
13. Good in all categories except maneuverability 
- and firepower; speed and max altitude especially 
outstanding. The same tactical conaiderations as 
for the Spad 13 apply. GpabIe of takmg on any 
German fghter, if used carefulIy. 

@ (PAR 76) - Gwd,  although not 
outstanding, in all categories except maneu- 
verabiIity - only passable there. Strong points: 
well-armed and fairly durable. A match for any- 
thing other than the Fokker D-7. 

(PAR 74) - A nimble aircraft, 
combining Sopwith maneuverability with the speed 
and frepower of the Spad 13. The Nieuport 28 is 
weak in damage factor and gravely deficient in dive 
capacity - takes 2 turns to throttle down from full 
speed just to be able to  dive safely (Eddie 
Rickenbacker tore all the fabric off the top wing of -'-; 

a Nieuport 28 in a power dive, coming home on - 

one wing and a prayer.) Good for closein fighting. 
This machine was used almost solely by the AEE 

(PAR 70) - Best of the two-seaters, and 
a good r a t e r  in i ts  own right. Two G c l a  
(early version), lots of ammo, maneuverable, 
durable - this twweater can F@t.back! Count on 
the Bdstol t o  get the job done. 

(PAR 68) - A good T i t e r ,  but 
h a m p ~ e d  by having only one Vickers up front (a 
deficiency common to most Allied Fghters). Can't 
outmaneuver or outshoot the Fokkerg but is more 
than a match for anything else in the clinch. Good 
maneuverability; fmpower is dangerously we$. 
The Sopwith Tripe must maneuver in close and 

for twin Spandaus makes medicore aircraft like the make every shot count. 
Pfalz and Albatros Flters look good in the 
ratings, whnc nimbler Atlied aimaft are crippled (PAR Q) - Much inferior t o  its 
by insufficient frepower andlor ammo supply. succassor. Damage and s p e d  characteristics are 
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strong points; fmpower and maneuverability 
dangerous weaknesses. Dive capacity good - get 
above enemy if at all possible. HD/l (PAR 58) - 
Comparable to Spad 7 in performance; good 
climbldive capabilities. Weak in firepower and 
somewhat slow. Doesn't appear in AH scenarios; 
used by Italians and Belgians mainly. 

(PAR 56) - Passable in d l  categories 
except Fmpower. It will manage against any 
German machines other than the Fokker series. 
This aircraft was used often in home defense and 
RNAS carrier souadrons. 

WAR 541 - A fairlv durable. but clurnsv 
aircraft. Good damage factor; weak in mane;- 
verability and speed. Undistinguished but work- 
able. 

(PAR 52) - Good by h e a t e r  standards h 
dl categories; best feature is its high damage factor. 
Reliable and sturdy. DH/4 cannot dogfight without 
detracting from its misson; should press on unless 
cornered. This airplane is a bohber, not an 
oversized fighter like the Brisfit. 

' 

(PAR 50) - Somewhat agile, but 
typically flimsy. OK in most categories; good 
climb; lousy damage factor. Firepower weak in 
punch and ammo. This plane must kill quick or 
suffer. Used widely by British as well as French. 

(PAR 42) - Fairly good as a >seater - 
damage and rear firepower make it good in 
defensive situations. Weak firepower in front; 
undistingushed in most other respects. 

(PAR 38) - Same comments as for the 
Ilkstrutter. Maneuverability rather poor but is 
generally acceptable for most missions. 

(PAR 36) - Usable only if Optional Rule 
firepower is used. Unlike other 2-seaters this plane 
MUST bring its front gun to bear - too much blind 
area in back. Maneuverability and fields of fire OK 
- ammo limited. Speed and damage factors are 
serious weaknesses. This aircraft generally has to 
stand and fight. 
& 

(PAR 34) - No front gun, clumsy, rather 
slow. Limited in all respects. Only thing that makes 
this aircraft acceptable is a fairly hlgh damage 
factor. IMPORTANT NOTE: The Armstrong- 
Whitworth Fk.8 was equipped with dual controls. 
If the pilot is killed or wounded, the observer can 
take the controls if necessary. This makes the 
airplane immune to chance shots in that respect. 

(PAR 31) - The only French two- 
seater represented in the game. Slow, fragiie, 
poorly armed. Only decent capability is maneu- 
verability. Will accomplish mission only through 
evasion. This early pIane was supressed by the 
Salmson 2A2. - 

yA (PAR 30) - The worst of the 2-seaten. 
Slow, hard to maneuver, unable to climb or dive 
effectively - damage factor is fairly high but offset 
by airplane's lack of ability to fight or evade. 
Pathetic. 

(PAR 28) - Weak in all categories, 
flimsy, slow, badly under-armed (came out in '1 5, 
to face the Eindekkm; badly outclassed by 1916). 
Main weaknesses are damage and frepower - can't 

dish it out or take it. Speed is least of its problems. 
Fortunately, does not appear in any AH scenarios. 

@ (PAR 26) - Poor in all categories. The 
only Albatros this plane could take on is the kind 
with feathers. 

* * * 
As you may h v e  noticed, the PAR factm is an 

assessment of each airplane's fjghting ability 
(generally the most important). When twoaeaters 
are present, this consideration is often second to 
whether the plans can accomplish its mission. 
Evasion is usually the rule of the day, especially in 
situations where destroying the target is a11 that 
really matters (as in trench strafing and, especially, 
bombing missions, as well as artillery spotting). But 
the PAR does provide an indication of how well an 
aircraft can do when the intercepters strike. 

Now for the German aircraft. None of these 
have the glaring weaknesses common to Allied 
aircraft,i.e., the flimsy mnstruction and toothless 
armament common to many of them. But German 
fighters, notably the Pfalz, Albatros, and 
Halberstadt series, lose in cIumsiness what they 
make up in dependability and armament. 

(PAR 88) - Excellent in every respect, . . 

capable of outmaneuvering md outslugging 
virutally every Allied fighter - and a match for any 
of them. Does not appear in any scenarios, but was 
most visible German fighter in 1918. (Note: the 
Fokker D-7a has the same PAR factor; PAR 88 is 
the highest factor any RW aircraft has attained.) 

~7 ((PAR 76)  - Somewhat overrated; a 
limited Fghter - but Iughly dangerous in action. 
Chief weaknews are limited dive capacity, slow 
speed, and relatively low damage factor - not good 
compared to Allied aircraft above PAR 70. But: its 
firepower and maneuverability make this airplane 
lethal at close quarters. At its best in the clinch, 
especially against Spad 13. A menace, if used right. 

#% ((PAR 72) - Best of Albatros series; 
fast and durable. Not nimble - can't even out- 
maneuver Spad 13. Climb is excellent, dive OK. As 
a late-model Albatros, the D5a  was called upon to 
face more agile and powerful Allied fighters. Can 
fight on their own terns, trade shot for shot. 

@ (PAR 66) - Similar to D-5a, but 
somewhat inferior in climb and speed capabilities. 
Against more sale - or faster - Allied fighters, the 
DS must take every shot possible, at any range - 
ammo capacity can take it. This and all other 
Albatros and Pfalz fighters must rely more and 
more on superior armament against better Allied 
aircraft designs - from here on down the list they 
have to  stand and fight if menaced, and make firing 
runs against anything they are menacing. 
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(PAR 60) - 1916 model, and 
Richthofen's first fighter. Limited capabilities but 
durable and well-armed; for its time, it was 
outstanding (against DH/2 and Nieuport 17-type 
aircraft). Surprisingly, more durable than ALBld3. 

@ (PAR 521 - Low PAR factor. but 
highly capable as reco~~lbomber aircraft. slow and 
clumsy; can't run away from interception. But the 
Roland doesn't have to. The ring-mount (Optional 
Rules) gives it an excellent defense and its damage 
factor is the highest in the game. Hard to stop. 

(PAR 48) - A little more maneuverable 
than the Roland, but has none of its firepower or 
durability. Climb capacity poor. Has slightly more 
firepower than most Allied 2-seaters. 

(PAR 46) - The one German pursuit 
plane with substandard armament. Also clumsy 
and slow. Vaguely comparable to the Hanriot 1. 

@ (PAR 40) - Slow and clurnsv. 
Armament and damage factor are strong points. 
Not a terribly good plane, but somewhat reliable. 

* * I  

.gB (PAR 66) - A little too sturdy - 
tends to be slow, with poor climb and maneuver 
factors. Main strengths are dive and damage 
factors, as well as Fuepower. 

(PAR 64) - Simiiar to DS, but weaker 
than all ather Albatros fighters in terms of damage 
capacity. Has difficulties with dive speed. * (PAR 62) - Similar to D-3a. Climb 
and max speed even poorer. Undistinguished but 
passable. 

- :  

These comments are only brief descriptions; an j 
introduction, if you will. Perhaps the best method j 
of familiarizing yourself with each of the 34 
aircraft (or more, if you incorporate the Auxiliary 
ACC) is to write each aircraft's vital statistics down 
on a 3x5 card. That way, you can analyze each 
aircraft N y ,  or compare it with another. (You 
will also have a readout on every aircraft your 
opponent has - warts and all. That's called 

Continued on Page 13 Chlunan 3 



The Series Replay which war forecmt as being 
I matchup of the country's best game plqvers in 
kmnstrations of their skills is beginning to 
look more like a Clinic on how to play. 

me Afrdb Korps m b c h  printed below is the 
fth consecutive game in which our neutral 
mmtttators hme gunned down the participants 
'or fIaws in their play. But perhaps t h t ' s  as it 
!hould be. It is an educational a&ge that 
;&den& remember their mistakes far longer b h  
mrrect responses. For some reason, errors stand 
ut far better in our memory processes. 
i7 such is truly the case we should have 

mother great lesson Iined up for you as our 
neurml judge, Robert Beyma takes exception to 
Yze prowess disphyed below. 

AFRIKA KORPS SERlES REPLAY 

'ARTIUPANTS: Robert Garbisch; (Germans) 
taff member; Bill Hoyer; (Allies) ex-president of 
he IFW. 

German move: 
Have garrisoned Home Base with Savem 

nfantry and isolated Br. 212 S.G. at Bengasi. 
ittack is unnecessary at this time and too costly 
n terms of using my only Supply Unit. Whereas 
ly using my dow-moving Italian Infantry units I 
an continue the isolated seige of Bengasi and be 
1st as effective in eliminating the British unit. I 
dvanced the main Panzer striking force to G-9, 
I expectation of a British defensive screen aIong 
he escarpments running from Tmimi to Mechili 
nd extending idand. 

Rommel - GO; 2105 - 610: 210104 - GO: ZlReecr* - G4; 
rl- - 13; Tmrrta - K3; Br~scla - K4: Psvia - K3; Wows - tG4; 
m- W3:lS-Gg 

British move: 
The movement of the 21st Panzer along the 

:east Road to the Northern escarpments is 
nteresting. Obviously, the Italian infantry and 
4riete did not use the Ronul~el bonus; I wonder 
uhy? I find the 21st Recce unit being employed 
 ear Benghasi to be a strange move. 

wil I, 1941 
41x6 - ~t SBB: 41x7 - A t  Sna; 41X-11 - At Sen: PolXCar - 

8; 7AXl  - At ma; 7AX2 L A t  Sea: 221205 - Gla; 9AX20 - 
Z Q  7X31M - K18; 203 - H17; ZoaSG - Bmgaoi: t S  - T o b d  

Third party commentary: 
The German player seems to be isolating 

lenghasi the hard way. 212 S.G. could still move 
u t  to (3-2 and block the road at H-3. The 
mployment of the mobile 21st Panzer division 
o far north is somewhat weak. 

The British player has gone into a standard 
aeening defense west of Tobruch. The POL 
fantry unit really is not needed to giurison the 
ome base, a suppIy unit will work just as welI. 

The oponlng Gennan move Is far from rldndord. A l tho~gh  the 212SG has been Isolated In Behgasi the Germans Rsve Bone about 17 

' n  en ineffic:ent manner. Proper ~se of the Rornrnel b n u s  w d l d  nave enabled Arlete end B O I O ~ M  to carry wt the ~ roa t l on  alone, 
rs lwlog ths 21x7 Panasr for a faner eaamerd trlp -oar the *err. , 

April 2, 1941 : 

German: 
Second Supply Unit arrives. It's too early to 

risk a breakthrough attack on the British 
escarpment defenses. Instead, two strong pincer, 
forces have been manuevered into threatening 
positions. Hopefully, this will cause the British 
forward units to fall back in defense of the 
Tobruk area. 

Rornmel - A3 2105 - 021: 210104 - 021; 21Rem3 - E l l ;  
Arlete - C l  1 ; Trnnta - C11: Brercia - H3: Pavia - CI1: b l w a  - 
13;5mena- W3: IS-021:ZS- H4 

British: 
Bah, too many supplies. Well, the 7th 

Australian division should be able to tie up some 

supply unit, but I doubt it. 7A/ l  dso doses, the 
coast road to the Italians Standard defense 
deployd around Tobruch 

April 2.1941 
41x5 - K38: 41x7 - K38; 4IX-11 - K$B; PotXCar - HB;7A1 

- G18; 7A2 - LlB: 22 GaS - H26; 9AXXl -  H26; 7x31 Mot - 
H26; 203 - Tob; 20286 - Rsmssi; 15 - Tobruch; 2s - Hi3 

Third party: 
The Germans did a sloppy job isolating 

Benghasi. The 212 S.G. could have moved to 12-2 
and attacked at 1-3 and have a retreat route. But 
the British player missed it. 

P-22 is a better square than 0-21 for a 
Southern threat because a 2 1  can be Mockad 

Although he b fnwd ths Brltish back to the s s c a m n t s  behind U e h i l i  and is flanking the British defensesto the south the 
Gsrmn 2nd m o w  is lethergi~ and contain6 a rmior errm.Ths G e m n  has n l l d  h s  W2SG toss~ape iwlstion in  Bengasi via s 7 9  
meek on Blescla. Only tho fsilura of the British player to  grmp thle omortunlty ha6 s m d  the German from an embarrarslng 
situation. 
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The British player withdrew prematureIy. The 

escarpments west of Tobruch can be held until 
the arrival of the 15th Panzer division. 7A/2 is 
being needlessly sacrificed. The British player is 
playing rather conservatively. 

May 1, 1941: 

Germans: 
Third Supply Unit and 15th Panzer Division 

u ~ i v ~ b .  Tl~erc's rlvw a suff~fiaeril ~ U J G G  lu p u l l  
forth in a more aggressive manner. The forward 
British defenses have now been weakened to a 
mere delaying screen. The main British defense is 
now centered around Tobruch, thereby pre- 
venting a quick thrust at capturing Tobruch with 
the 21st Panzer division. Therefore the elimina- 
tion of the two weak forward British units 
became mandatory in order to insure a safe 
supply line. 

Rommel- F 1 8 ; 2 l & - M M ; Z l o l W -  KlS:HRece&-  H18; 
Ariete- F18: Tlenta - FIB; 1 5 R ~ d 3  - GS: B r ~ i s  - C14: Pauia 

British: 
When will the German supplies stop? Strange 

that the 15th Panzer went north along the coast 
road, no sense to it. Hdfaya pass is weakly 
garrisoned but there was not much I could do 
'about it. 41/11 preventf a decent attack on 
Tobruch. 

MW 1 , l W l  
41x6 - K38: 4 1  X7 - K36;41 X I  1 - H26;PotXCsr- At  Ses: 22 

GUS - Tobwch; gAX2O - At See: 7X31M - Tobruch: 203 - 
Tobruch: I S  - Tobruch: 25 - HE 

Third party: 
I am beginning to wonder whether the German 

player realizes that his mobile units can get t o  
Tobruch faster via MSUS than by the coast mad. 
The Germans made a nice, safe attack, there was 
not much else to do. Note that if the Germans 
had not attacked they could not have gotten a 
supply unit next turn. 

The British player apparently is planning on a 
long tough game and is taking no chance with 
losing Tobruch. The Pole infantry brigade finally 
got moved out to sea, a little late. 

May 2, 1941: 

Germans: 
It now appears as if the British shall be 

defending the Tobruch fortress in strength. A 
weak but still effective buffer has been placed in 
front of the Tobruch fortress, thereby preventing 
a concentrated assault on Tobruch. Once this 
aingle unit is eliminated, I can construct a 
clowknit defensive perimeter around Tobruch 
and restrict any tactical breakout attacks. Once 
the Halfaya Pass position is cleared my east flank 
can be easily protected. The possibility may exist 
for a swift advance onto the Allied Home Base. 

R o m l  - J n ;  2105 - K35; 210104- K36; 21Rsce3 - K35; 
Ariet. - H28: T r e m  - I=; 1 5 R e c d 3  - J2s; Rrsa~ia - 6% 
b l e  - 128; Bologna - JZ6; garsna - W3: 16& - G21; 1501 1 5  - 
G21:15-13;E-K30:35-G21 

A German supply unit was finally sunk. I 
really should not have moved the Poles and 
9A/20 out to sea last turn. Thank heavens it was 
not a coIossal mistake. I have a chance if supplies 
continue to  h sunk. 

May a, l e e 1  
4 x 5  - J37; Ppl XCar - L59: 22 GOS - Tobruch: SAX20 - 

L98: 7 X 3 f M  - Tobruch; 203 - Tobruch; 1S - Tobruch;ZS - HB 

EY May the Brltlsh hew withdrauun to the heigtm arwnd Tokuch lesving the 7A unlts 8s a saerlflclal dnlay. The British 
Mthdrawel vras premamre leiwing the German in s aood situstion d w l t s  nuo lors than wfect  wning mom. 

Third patty: perimeter and protecting his east flank. The 
The German player made some sound attacks, British player is worried about moving a piece 

clearing the approach to Tobruch and the Halfaya out to sea being a colossal mistake and about just 
Pass. hanging on. 

There seems to be an underlying current of Both players are in reasonably good position. 
caution and p e - s ~  shown by both sides. The The British player perhaps has allowed the 
German player is wonied about a defensive Germans to get too much too easily. 

The snd of May flnds the Garmans proiring to lay 6 1 0 ~  m Tobruch by ellmlnsting the $111 1. Of morn interert and q u s l  
importen~e is the seizure d h e  p a l  east d Sslurn. Mote that the German player corractly wted to writ hi6 ettack into two httlss; 
tho heavy alements gsnlnfl a 5-1 on thm 4117 whlla the R u m  unit atmcb rhs 41W at 1-1. Mmy novice playurs would bun& this 
togethr into one 8 1  attack wih an expe~ted lprs m theattwker of 1.67 factors as o m e d  to the e x p m d  low of 1.0 factor whsn 
usinn the 1-1. 

June 1: 1941: 

Germans: 

With the added pressure of more British units 
arriving and the inconvenience of a long, time- 
consuming, and not always reliable supply line, it 
has become imperative that I assault the Tobruch 
fortress with no more delay. Although the xisk of 
an A-elim (2-1 odds) does exist, I am counting on 
Lady Luck to see me through this time. If an 
exchange occurs, I will still have sufficiently 
strong units t o  continue the struggle with my 
British opponent. With A-back 2, it will delay me 
in my offensive time schedule. A disastaous 
A-elim will spell the effective finish of the D.A.K. 
However, if I am able to eliminate the British 
defenders then I will have gained a very valuable 
asset in continuing my offensive. To delay the 
elimination of the TohucR defenden will only 
place me in a precarious two front position, 
between Tobruch itself and the amiving British 
units from thek Home Base. 

British: 
I redly did not expect that 2-1 on Tobmch 

At least another supply was sunk but then there's 
the captured one, in Tobruck I can do nothing 
but conserve strength, fall back to El Alamein 
and get killed. 

June 1,1841 
41x5 - K51; PolXCar - N B :  704 - K58; 70WG - P m ;  

707 - PBO; 7X-M - 081; 4 1  X23 - L60; SAX20 - L49.2S -HB 

Third party: 
The Germans made a risky attack and got 

away with it. They should have an easy game 
from here on in. A brief analysis of the 2-1 
attack follows. 

A roll of 1 or 3, a 33% chance, and the 
Gwmans are in great shape and shouId win. A 
roll of 6 and the Germans have lost the game. A 
roll of 4, attacker back 2, hurts the G e m n s .  
They use a supply unit, waste a turn, and the 
British can reinforce Tobruch. In this attack an 

~ o m m s l  - F19: 21 05 - HZB: 21 ol W - H26; 21 R s c d  - H58: A-back 2 could be potentially dangerous due to 
Ariete - G24: Wta - K36; 15Rscc.33 - H26: Bmcia - H28; 
P W I ~  - 624: m l w n a  - ~ 2 4 :  wens - ~ 3 ;  7508 - ~ m ;  1501 16 - the poor placement of Brescia. The British could 

retreat the Pmzers in such a way that they could 
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8 < m ! '  I I i l l L I I 1  
' June fin& .# 15th Panzmrdlv6$ion irrlvlnfl on Me ,no in time far the bigwst German imp arnm E E ~  in a lonl tme. By putting 
all hls hopes on a 2-1 artack on Tobru~h the German ~sallowing the game to play him, rather than hs the game. Such reliance on luck 
is more mrninis~nnt of Monopoly than a wargams. A 6 end the gem8 ends here. Any r#sult othsr then a 1 or 2 and the geme rhould 
d in a Brliish win. The Germsn had smooth railing to Alexnndria and hlt refusal w take ths coaa road end the conmwatiue 
spprmch m c k  of a dsfinitm lack of falth In hlsown eblllty. 

et out of Tobruch, capture some supply units, 
and surround a good portion of the Axis forces. 
A better placement for Brescia would be 1-26. An 
=change, a 33% cl-nce, would capture Tobruch 
but would decimate the Axis forces. The Axis 
would be incapable of major offensive operations 
the rest of the year. The British would enjoy a 
wignificant numerical superiority especially after 
November and should win the game. I11 summary, 
[ think the odds were 2-1 against the German 
player and that the risk really was not necessary 

this stage of the game. 
The decision to attack Tobruch or proceed on 

:o Alexandria is always a major one in Afrika 
Korps. Unless Tobruch can be taken fairly easily 

personally feel that it is better to go for the 
British home base. With average supplies a good 
slayer can get mighty close by November. You 
;hould he abIe to kill 10-20 British factors at 
rirtually no loss to yourself. This will leave the 
krrnans with a tremendous tactical advantage. 
i t  worst, the Germans can always withdraw to 
robruch, and if the situation warrants it, attack 
robruch at 1-1 or 2-1. An exchange at this point 
night wen be a victory for the Germans. Now on 
Hith the game. 

Germans: 
Supply units continue to be sunk. However, 

robruch has fallen and with no  serious losses. to 
he D.A.K. With Tobruch now in Axis wntroI, 1 
a n  advance onto the Allied home base in a very 
)old and threatening style. 

- 14D: 2105 - K G ;  21010Q - K M ;  21Rsem3 - 146; 
Trnnta - 148; 15Rme33 - 146; Bresele - 196; Pavis 

14 - G26: S w n a  - W3; 1508 - 541; lbolT5 - J46; 
-K48;C45-MB 

duns 2.1841 
41x6 - 548; Pol XCar - L49; 704 - 549: 7o7SG - J49; 307 - 

L49; 7X4SAM - J49: 41x23 - La;  9AX20 - L48: 2S - HB 

Third party: 
The German player should have moved some 

units onto the escarpment. The British came up 
with a screen defense but the Germans are s!xong 
enough to maul 4 or 5 factors. T ' e  British player 
should be pullling back to El Alarnein and 
thinking about a couple 1-1's if the Germans 
keep getting supplies. 

JuIy 1, 1941: 

Germans: 
Encountering stronger resistance' than 

expected around the Matruh area. Sanding out a 
powerful flanking threat along the escarpments 
while maintaining frontal pressure on the forward 
British defensive buffer. I hope to turn the 
Matruh defenses into a British withdrawal. 
Because now the British commander will be 
confronted with the choice of either counter- 
attacking or pulling back to a more defendable 
position. 

July 1,1941 
Rommel - La:  216 - L46; 21ol04 - K47; 21Rsece3 - L a ;  

Ariere - J47; Tronte - 547: 1 5 R d 3  - L a ;  BmsEia - J47; Pavla 
- K4R Bdwnn - G25; Savena - At %a; 1- - US: 16oll6- 
W7; I S  - L45; 2s - L48; 3s - 143: 4CS - L45 

British: 
Space is m m h g  out unless he makes some 

horrendous mistake. All appears lost. 

T h i i  party: 
The Germans made some rather conservative 

attacks this turn. Be could have picked up 4 or 5 
British factors. The British are throwing away 
units. His days are numbered. 

mkins auarsnteed sttacks on the delav units while magsing his 
hiw-mohi ls  unlts on tfln eccsrpment6, forclng the ~ r l t l ah  ta 
withdrew to El Alsrnein or fe encirctement on the next turn. The 
British should be gambling a7 thls point rather than giving up 
delaying unia. Thsy can n M  affard to mcrlRcs fBCt04 at thls -18. 

July 2, 1941 : 

Germans: 
The southern flanking threat has apparently 

convinced the British to withdraw from the 
Mahuh area. I am surprised t h t  a stiffer defense 
was not attempted, because my forces were easily 
bottlenecked in the escarpment narrows near 
Mahruh. Now that h h r u h  and Fuka are in Axis 
control, and El Daba is b h g  contested, the 
British are defmiteIy pressured into a very 
confining corner. British resistance should be 
quite a tactical challenge now that their backs are 
up against a wall. 

My five Automatic Victory attacks were 
conducted as follows: 
15/33 Recce moved south of the escarpment 
ridge then wheeled northwest to engage the 
714S.A. Motor. The Trenta and Brescia Divisions 
then moved into the attack to create a & I  
surrounded AV. With the 714S.A. Motor's ZOC 
now nullified, the Ariete division goes into a 
frontal assault while the Pavia division overmns 
the  714S.A. Motor to engage the Polish 
Carpathian Brigade in a 6-1 surrounded AV. With 
the British Matruh's ZOC being nullified the 2 113 
Recce, 1 51 1 1 5, and 2 1 11 04 Panzer-Grenadier 
units pass h-between the two surrounded British 
defenders to attack the 501150 at a 8-1 AV. This 
unit and the next two units to be attacked me a 

I am trylng something new. He can get AV's 
n 41/5 and 41/23 but then he must stop unless 
e wants to try poor odds attacks on the stacked 
ruts drrectly behind. Since everythtng is north of 
~e escarpment i t  is safe for this turn. I will do 
lis again but must conserve units to last to 
'ovember. Maybe he will waste supply, maybe 
ot. I must chance it. The German player should 

The waassful Garrnen attack on Tobruch h s  turned this gnme Into a dle rolldng mn'mst. For the Bntlsh to wln at th~s stags they we moved something Onto the escarpment just 
m a t  pmbls wlth low odds snacks and hope for carelm Garman rn~mkes and bad luck. The  Germen need only rnw up in s 

I Case for a flanking move. conservet~w mnnar and avold miaekss. Perhaps thls ia the reawnfor h~s over caut~ousmwe here. 
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part of the British lines defending in front of the 
El Alamein area. The 2115 Panzer overruns the 
714S.A. Motor and advances to engage the 50169 
at a 7-1 AV. In the same series of actions, 
Rommel Ieads the 1518 Panzer in an attack on 
the 5016S.k Motor, a 7-1 AV. 

The British have now suffered heavy losses at 
no cost to the D.A.K. Some supplies have been 
lost but were not damaging to my offensive 
plans. With a little more luck I expect to be in 
-xlntrol of the British home base by November. 

British: 
I guess the time has come to tender my 

~umnder ,  there is nothing else to do. You played 
well. 1. can only reflect on my mistakes and my 
underestimation of your intentions. This last turn 
I should not have iet all five factors get kiIIed. 

Thud party: 
The German player went nght after the British 

and cleaned up the 5 units given to him. I believe 
that the British player gave up too swn. He had 
a chance t o  pull things out with a desperate 
counterattack. He could have moved 2SA17 to 
N-55 and gotten two 1-1 surrounded a t tach  
against the two 7-7-10's Two victories here, a 

19th chance, and the British are still in the .%, me. Also, the 2 remaining German supply units 
would be eliminated. There is not much excuse 
for going down without a fight. 

Aftermath: 
The British have surrendered. In all honesty, I 

just could not see how anyone could hoId out 
and protect the Allied home base until the arrival 
of the important B~itish November 1941 rein- 
orcements. 

111 ~ ~ ~ ~ o s p e c t ,  I believe that my unconservative 
-1 assault on the Tobmch fortification and its 

explosive success was quite unexpected by the 
British player. His underestimation of my aggrep 
aive intentions in conducting such an attack 
started him on a defensive series of hopeless 
deliby actions. 

Third Party Summary: 

Both players played a rather conservative game, 
except for the one 2-1 attack. The tactical 
execution of moves was adequate but left some- 
thing to be desired. I felt that the British fell 
back to Tobruch too quickly. In the final 
analysis, however, the 2-1 against Tobruch was 
the decisive play of the game. After winning the 
2-1 the Germans just about had it wrapped up. 
The British player passed up chances for some 
1-1 counterattacks late in the game which could 
have evened things up had he got lucky. 

THE JCK FACTOR 
It is difficult to objectively analyze the luck 

factor in an Afrika Korps game due to the 
small number of die rolls, their vastly different 
consequences, and the automatic victory rule. 
The usual "average" percentage calculations of 
attacks at varying odds can be misleading, 
especially in a game as short as this one was. 

However, the formula can be appIied to tell 
us something about the effects of Lady Luck 
in this particular game. We do know for a fact 
that the Germans should receive an average of 
5.35 supply units in an 8 turn game. The fac' 
that the Germans got only 4 does not give i2-1 
British player much excuse fm his defeat. 
However, there iS something to be said for t h ~  

TW mrnn ends sp tho German delluerr the COUP de graca. One onlv wonders what took h~rn so ~ o n p .  ~h~ ~ ~ i t i *  do have rams 
shoa at wrrounded attacks which should be taken. 

good fortune of getting those all-imp or tar^^ 
first two supplies in April and May when they 
are most needed. 

Analyzing the battles themselves is simpIy a 
matter of calculating the average losses for 9 
automatic victory attacks, two 5-l's, a 2-1, 
and a 1-1 with their respective factor involve 
ments. Doing this we find that the British 
player should have given up 14.67 factors 
instead of his actual losses of 19. Somewhat 
unlucky but not tremendously so. Taking a , 
look at the German player though we find that 
us two low odds attacks left him with a loss 
apectancy of 11.66 factors of which he 
actually lost nothing. TWIS must be considered 
good fortune. 

Anyway you cut it, the game hinges around 
the 2-1 attack on Tobmch. A different die 
roll could have very easily caused a different 
winner. All of which seems to give the 
impression that Ahika Korps is a game of luck 
corning down to one 5 0 5 0  die roll. Perhaps 
that statement is true given play at this level. 
However, more expert play would have found 
the German driving on the British home base 
and not exposing himself to the ultimate 
gambIe so early in the game. Just because this 
German player happened to make the right 
sacrifices to the God of Chance doesn't excuse 
his technique. The successful way is not always 
the right way - at least not over the course of 
only one experience. 

There is a thin line between luck and skill in 
Afrika Korp. If played well, it can be the 
most skillful of all wargames; being the 
ultimate in maneuver. Mo other game gives 
mobility the power i t  holds in Afrika Korps. 
Here positions are gained by threats and feints, 
not frontal assaults. An expert player can 
literally throw the die away as he manewers 
his opponent into a trap. Unfortunately, this 
was not the level of play we saw here. 

The Luck Factor? Obviously, the Germans 
were courting Lady Luck in this game. How- 
ever, aside from the 2-1 on Tobruch, the 
British player can hardly blame his defeat on 

d handliq charges. 



t of critidmn wnoemiiw the 
Defended, by Gary Gygax and 

crib of the Article lio3 In the 
drawn by the authors and not with 
wmmentary on the Barnen played. 

nt is made that "D-Day is a a l l  
mme without my dtemtIon In rke 
m rendlng the entire article it appears 
one major alteration has boen d e  in 
nd that ir that SAC attacks, atthou& 

staying ashore in heavily defend& 
as LeHnvre, Pas DeCalais and North 

delayed in their wunterattack rolm 

two U N ' ~  compos the primary counter- 

unitg attack a& CoUowt: One >3-3 
wncenhtion at 1-6; two 3-3-3's 
at S29. {These atks provide two 

al Square 928 and attack the two Statics 
in c o n j u n c t i ~  with an Infantry ussaub 

a Square 429. The 1-1 againgt the 444 
Ued" for after the 4-1 against the Static& at 
and will result in the elimination o l  the 

mult in the blocking of the 5-54 in 
from the bmchhcad and will also 

tbt 4-44 at V34 from reaching its 
wunterattadi poaition at $30. Thk 

also xeault in the destruction of the 

Zones of Control in orda ta land 
it y o d d  be pognible to  make 

presented above unieam%Ie even 

.h his at-. 

Somehow 1 was under the impression that 
PDny was supposed to be a sirnulabon of the t 

now be plagued with such an extremely p w r  
ruling as thc one stated abwc. How it is poable 
to luntiiy such a ruling I don't know espacially in 
Lght of history and Eemmonxnpa To carry the 
loglc of the mling One step further it wuld also 
be said that the Alli~llias could not land units on 
any beach quare under German Zones of Control 
duriw the invasion turn it&. Ae far ar that go- 
I find it difficult to  see hour the AUies wuld wsn 
be allowed to  at& fmm a =a square when 
oppoged by a German unit on the mastal sqam. 
Condsring t h d  thc A l U a  did continue to put 
reinforcements ashore under the h k - t  of Ger- 
man f i e  and wnuiderlng the fact that the hexes 
d the mme c m r  such m M t m e  area which 
cannot p&Wy be mnt-olled by the Germane I 
find it lnconclwable that AH wuld have arrivsd 
d such a pakntly ridiculous c m l u s i m  and 
mli?p This ruling would make an excellent 
candidate Pot incluion In the Carol Burnett skit 
tltld "As the Stomach Twm" Bleah! 

Despite the abmc I still enjoyd the magszines 
immendy and will continue to gubneribc in the 
f u h  1'11 also Eontinue ta b o r e  such pmr 
mlin@ ar this one sin= I am certain 1 find 
many others who are willing to play the g m  as 
h&torically accurate as posm%te. 

Robert A. Burge 
TSEI USAF 

Im reply to the good T/S$r. I would f is t  of all 
point our that no claim ar ro 'Rrstoriml autkerr- 
Iicliclty" w mde.  Of late I haws pretm w l l  come 
ornumi to the school whrch says playability in e 
game is fm mow important than red1xrn - how 
r e ~ l  is m y  Enme waywy? It b d l  make believe as 
f u ~  as htrmrlml mcmunon goes - the challenge ts 
in the competition. Well, e~ough  of that. 

AS no tlm@ was a UmIt of on@ SAC ~ltucklfurn 
plcced upon the Gerrnon plqvw during the games 
w plawd. There wer@ nm@r two worthwklle 
mrgeb in the U.S. player's judgpment. 

i% argument the? h H a v r e  codd be arzocked 
i s  not did, for us Sgt. Bu~urg@ my#: ". . . thls 
Inmim i8 rlsky, to sny ~ h t  I @ ( I B I .  . .. " 3Ae German 
hss only Io d@fend so aa to law the AZIIBd 
player nothing but ''ri.~liY" Ifl~a~Im p~~blblUII@# 
from North SB. 10 Norrnandy t o  do welI. There 
Is no way 10 be absolute& imperviou, @n. 
even givers the pe~Iula!ed mceesbes at LeHn~t@, 
who? would rhe mt in units be to the Allies? 
What po#Ibility of #pIoltlng ths beuchkd7 
Frankly. I believe thal the expendilwes in SAC 
etracks, parunoops a d  orher w i t s  would mb 
even a mccc@aful inwion of LeHaYte loo m l l v  
ommll Aa I don't claim infalibilrty (at I m t  
t o w ) .  the pobslblUty o f  error om our p r r  
rem-m. 

MY concru9lons are by und large as mlld us 
when I w i n d y  penned them. The AIiies have an 
edge In the @me. bul not a larg@ one. 

Deur Sir: 
Plane a d v k  whether dintrent scenarios of 

play for O@m d WW I1 have been drafted by 
your staff or othm. Fnclosd is one drafted by 

myseLf' STRONG W I M A K  REPUBLIC 
Fr M Uwia 

I1 % Brltaln Gcmanv .... 

A- * C-3 * 
A& NU-2 U-3 U-2 U-1 C-3 
Bdhra NC-4 U-1 U-3 C-6 U-2 
B r i h  NU-2 U-2 U-1 U-2 
Cacch NU-I U-1 U-3 U-1 U-2 
Fmom NU-2 " U 4  U-1 U-3 
 oma any N U 4  U-3 U-2 U-l 
It* * U-1 U-1 U-1 
Poland NC-5 U-3 U 4  C d  C-2 
ninc MI-2 C-2 U-1 C-4 
LrnW * U-2 " C 4  U-2 
Russla Nl -2  U-2 U-1 u-3 
U.S. NL-3 U-2 U-4 U 4  U-1 

ALLOCATION CHART 
T U R N 1 2 4  8 6 6 

2 4 8  10 8 ID 

Richard Noonan 
Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y. 

Dear Sir, 
Your decision to publish the article "Ir De- 

fense Really Newmry" by Larry W e d s  was an 
insult to your own intalli&nm. TI& Is the blgget 
piece of nibbi  that I have yet seen in your 
magazine. I nhaU not continue to make unfabri- 
cated c h a w ,  but wiil now demonsbte why 
be&'# Plan ie a d e m e n t  to  the art& of war 
and w m n g .  

1) The placement of the Dutch Army is 
idiotic. No na-tion in its right mind would wer 
place ik army in such a location. The pi= of 
real estate .it gunrds ig 80 unimportaht it probably 
didn't even acwunt for more than T I  minutes 
work at the offiEes of the Dutch military plan- 
ners 

Mr. Wsssds jutifies his placemtnt by myiw 
"Prom here the Dutch can be ready to run." This 
is slaying that the Dutch were juut waiting to be 
h a d a d  SO they could pack Up and race f01 
France. (Absurd beyond reason) 2 )  The plrcing 
of the &@an army is just aa bad as ths Dutch. 
Mr. W e d s  my8 "the Belgians should forget 
about saving the homeland." In case M one har 
told hlm, the main function of an army is to  
repel an enemy from it's homeland. hir. We& 
also sayr that the Wgi~elgians shouId be ready to run 
when the German come& He acts as if ths main 
function of ths Bdsian and Dutch armia i s  to 
run for France at the si&t of a German so as to 
hdp defend Paris, forgetting about their native 
countries. 

3) The poopihoning of all Allied armw behind 
ths Magimt Lit is just plain rtupid. Of coum 
they too must follow Mr. Wtss4s'pattem and race 
for Paris at rnm mentlon of the word Germnn. 
hlr. Wmsals forgets that mod French Industry 
and remurcea were in muthern France, not in 
Pan& And because he forgot he a h  forgets to 
g u d  rluthm France agninst invasion. Mr. We- 
$el8 a180 states that the Allies will win b e c a u ~  

THE GENERfiL 
the G m n s  do not gain points For t h t  capture 
of territory, howsvcr, (In case hb. W e ~ l s  is 
midnforrwd) when the Germans 1 crush the rest of 
Prence, encircrs the Allied armies and pin them 
into the -Paris pocket" lmving them without 
means of supply, I think the Germans dvlU hew 
won the war. 

In oonclupion, Mr. Wcsxls & one of tho= 
wargsrners which believeb unrealistic dtuations can 
happn because the rules pay they can. W w M  
like them should not even bs considmed true 
wargamea due to their shortnI?htednem. 

Dan Rlchdson 
Duarte, California 

Dear Illlrstrious Sirs: 
Until recently, I was mngidering letting my 

mbscriplion to the h e r d  tun out. However, thin 
last issue (VoL 10, No. 1) h a a m n v i n ~ d  me of the 
error of my wayp. I must compliment Mr. Green- 
wwd and all the rest for remolding the G B n d  to  
suit the timm 

The mvm is improved 2 W ;  and, after all, the 
cover is what we have to look d when wc first get 
it. I am looking forward to the Series Replay with 
bated breath. 1 tmrl that the mmewhat Feeble 
attempt in the last i w e  in what you ad it is and 
not the real thing. Tho Reader Rsponx  Page a 
low overdue: my wmpliments to the genw who 
finally F m d  it out. Although the wiling isnot as 
refined =it muld be, it i s  better than nothing. The 
refmtment should come with more mperience 
with it. The kis'tory artkks are mfmhiw, esw 
cially when followed by a stratem or tactics article 
as was the w e  with the lad imt. I h e  article mix 
is meUent. KCPP up the gwd work! 

The price ia unbeatable! 

Msrk W a h  
Seattle, WA 

- ...- ---- --.- -=.- --....-..... "*..."..d.- ..... ."" .... -...-----. Mu.-.------ 

MEDITERRANEAN SEA 

h 1 

It is the last luiy. 1941 turn in a game of GW.MAN m ~ c m  a nbnwa PIU. k4. Bt t h ~  m. 
Aiiika Korps. Attention is focused on the escarp -- 
merits of Tobruch where the G e m  art now :z I gdT;;pE,,, al,lM 
conducting aiege opmtions in an effort to urw H l 6  - 3 d  supplv. Pavi.lslllS,lll8 
down the defendm. h explmive po&bility thAt m m  ramt Carnmm mmkr h.r. k n  sunk a m  R ~ F .  ~a 
can end the gume almost immediately now exists ' H B " " ~ ' m d B o l w m h a A k m d ~ ' a 4  

for one of the combatants. He can, m one all 
end fie game with proper A I . I . I E D F O ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ -  hdSuppLY, ~3.7/31b(otw.W7 

moppingup procedures gtandire beween him and ;%I'%~.TA,I 
uid&. sw if you -can ths S ~ I  8 4  - i t h ~ r m .  9uiu 

opportunity that exletr by md5cing the Ifrat ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ' " B T P r m M  

crucial move with the ri&t side. Remember, your ra4- l ~ ~ a a a r  

m e  must lead to certain victory in only a few 
k'HB - lat Su*p4thSnppl' 





ION CRUSADER maintained the 
mark o f  our feature article concept in 
balloting for the best article in  Vol. 

esting both tha Series Replay and 
eyma's D-Day article by 62 poinB in 

rnaxlmum 600 s~or ing system. Penned by 
ert Garbisch, OPERATION CRUSADER fell 
points shy of beating the record high o f  422 

by Robert Harmon's LEYTE GULF in the 
ious issue. Scoring is done on a basis of 3 

ints for a fim place vote, 2 for a second, and 
1 for a 3rd. 200 ballots are chosen at random t o  
insure that the maximum possible score is 600. 
The results were: 

OPERATION CRUSADER ................ ,320 
.......... SERIES REPLAY - STALINGRAD ,268 

ANATOMY OF A DEFENSE ............... .25H 
ORGANIZED LUFTWAFFE.. .............. . l a5  

...................... DESIGN ANALYSIS ,100 
BLIND PANZERBLITZ .................... 99 
AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY ............... '55 
DUESTION BOX,. . . ...................... 2 

el+!\ +IcJ L J a  

i i r t ~  13$ 

\ Y q L  y.rr 
~ J J Y I  - b b  - 

Look b t  an escalation in ths Arab-Israeli 
nf l ia i n  the near future now that Raab J. 
ussein o f  Jordan has taken a liking t o  Avalon 
ill games. Raab, ths son of King Hussein of 
rdan, is also the Director and main purchaser 
the Jordan Youth Organization. Raab started 

i s  collection o f f  with purchases o f  TACTICS II. 
IIDWAY. BLITZKRIEG. and KRI EGSPI EL. For- 
unately for world peace, we do not make a 

YAl game. Seriously, Avalon Hill welcomas the 
.,rdan Youth Organization whose seal appears 
~ b v e .  to  the wonderful realm o f  simulation 

ng. Just one more in  the long list of 
triss taking a serious interest in  simulation 

Baltimoreans interssted in  picking up a free 
halon Hill game may do so by opening a 
B00.00 savings account at the Capital Savings & 
Loan Association located on 421 N. Charles St. 
The bank stocks 10 different Avalon Hill games 
3s promotional giveaways for new accounts. It's a 
pmd way t o  save money and pick up a free game 
on the side. 

There certainly is no excuse for Samrdays 
being dull in  Baltimore these days! From 10 A.M. 
to 5 P:M. the Avalon Hill gameroom is open for 
playwing, leagues, tournaments, and all around 
fun at 1501 Guiliord Ave.. 2nd floor of the 

Pictured above and below are mernben o f  the 
Richthofen Wing complete with hot-off-the press 
copies o f  RICHTHOFEN'S WAR. The Richthofen, 
Wing is the same unit originally named after the 
Red Baron and is one o f  only three units in  the 
West German Air Force allowed t o  use a name 
instead o f  a number as its official designation. 
The group is stationed at George AFB in  Cali- 
fornia, learning t o  f l y  F-4 Phantoms. Whm they 
return t o  Germany they will act as instructors for 
the rast of  the Wing. Many o f  the U.S. personnel 
at George including several wing commanders 
were equally impressed with the game and like 
their Geman counterparts were anxious to  engage 
in  dogfights - on the ground. 

Taking a lesson from the SICL. the- P.W.A. 
(Professional Wargemers Association) has become a 
corporate body under the laws o f  the state o f  
Alabama. This guarantees the organization's prize 
lists. And those prizes are really growing! On 
March 1, 1974 the PWA will start its World 
Professional Championship Series. Approximately 
every two months in  1974 championship tourna- 
ments in  one o f  the basic Avalon Hill games wilt be 
started. There will ba trophies t o  the first five 
places in  every category but the winner o f  each 
division will take home $200.00 to  go with his 
t r ophy !  The tournaments wil l  open with 
STALINGRAD, and follow with AFRIKA KORPS, 
WATERLOO, BULGE, PANZERBLITZ and 
D-DAY in  that order. For further information 
write the PWA at 2313 Wexford Ln., Birmingham, 
A L  35216. 

THE GENEROL 
CONTEST NO. 58 

. Fallsway Building. After hours, many o f  the 
members may be shuffling over t o  the Catonsville 
Wargame Club hi& holds its meetings at  the 
Hillcrest Elementary School every Saturday night 
from 7 t o  10:30. Both organizations charge a 

. registration fee of $1. To join the AH garnerwm 
just write Avalon Hill for an application. Thcse 
interested in  the Catonsville group should contact 
Neil Topolnicki at 242-7255. 

Our solution to  Contest No. 57 which 
appeared in  the last issue, although correct, was 
not diagramed properly. We inadvertently omitted 
the Russian 4th Armored Corps from its attack 
position on Helsinki in  conjunction with the 3rd. 
Without the omitted unit, odds in  the Helsinki 
attack were only 2-1 - a rather risky proposition. 

QUITE A FEW PEOPLE fell for the "hit the 
beaches" options we p lan t4  in  the contest 
instructions. For experienced players, this was 
obviously a violation of the invasion rules which 
prohibits one side from invading a beach just 
invaded by the other. The key t o  the contest was 
found in Blue's failure to  take all of the Port 
hexes in  their 31 attack on the city. This 
allowed Red t o  bring on the 'AT SEA' un io  
through the back door to  attack the heart of the 
invasion force. The Red attacks consisted of the 
following: 

1) The 1/T and 124 inf. Brig. attack Blue 104 
Brigade at 5 1  AV, thus surrounding Blue 
Marine divisions. 

2) Bringing the 3lT armor around to  allow a 5-1 
surrounded AV of  the Blue 130 Brigade stack. 
These units would then move into positions 
after combat t o  surround tha two Blue Marine 
divisions. 

'3) The Red 112 Brig soaks off at 1-2 surroundnd 
against ths Red Ranger units. Any outcome 
will leave them surrounded due to  the 
advancing units from the adjacent AV. 

4) Thrae infantry divisions directly assault the 
two Blue Marine divisions at 1-1 surrounded, 
with a reasonable chance at D-ELIM and no 
retreat problems. Even if Red loses this bartle, 
the Marine divisions are still surrounded and 
forced to  counterattack at bad odds. 

The First Marine Division, on his turn, can make 
only minor penetration towards ZZ-48 or head 
dun west. The other two infantry divisions are 
also restricted in  movement options. In short, the 
invasion is contained and eliminated as an 
effective strike form. 

Although no one cams up with tha correct 
solution t o  Contest No. 58 the ones who came 
ctosest and were awarded prizes included: R. 
Reynolds, Houston, TX; L. Bucher, Dallas, TX; 
K. Gross, Seabrmk, TX: S. Goodman, Sunnyvale, 
CA; M. Robinson, W. Lafayette, IN; C. Hoover. 
Denver, CO; K. Fung, San Francisco, CA; C 
Derry, Akron, OH: W. Rose, Rornulus, MI; anc 
0. Hudson, Berkeley, CA. 

LOYAL SUBSCRIBER DEAL: We start the 
new year o f f  right by offering free parts postage 
on any parts order for pbm kits, bards, boxas, 
counters, rules, manuals, cards, hex sheets or 
other miwllaneous items when your order is 
accompanied by the Loyal Subscriber Deal Star 
found on the Fleaden Response Page. Offer is 
good only for the months of January and 
February. 




